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List of instances of terms ‘employee’, ‘worker’, or related terms for review

1

1 Introduction
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This report contains the recommendations of the Technical committee with respect to the set of
30 exposure drafts of the GRI Standards planned to be released for public comment on 3 June
2016. This report is being submitted in order for the GSSB to consider these recommendations
at its 16-17 May 2016 meeting. A complete report of the Technical Committee to the GSSB will
be made in due course.
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2 Report
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This report consists of two parts. The first part (table 1: Overview of reviewed terminology for
second set of draft Standards) sets out 77 specific instances where employee/worker terms would
be used in the exposure drafts planned to be released for Public Consultation on 3 June. This is
an overview of the instances identified in G-4 but also showing where these instances can be found
in the planned SRS disclosure. This table indicates whether changes have been recommended and
whether these changes were agreed unanimously or partially. The second part (table 2: shows
specific revision suggestions for each disclosure. These revision suggestions include
recommendations concerning the use of the two terms as well as other recommendations. The
Technical Committee believes these recommendations, which concern issues such as the scope
of the recommended terms, fall within the scope of its mandate.

18
19

2.1 Overview of reviewed terminology in the second set of
draft Standards

20
21
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Highlighted rows indicate proposed changes to disclosure requirements – all other instances either
affect Guidance only or no revisions were suggested by the Technical Committee. Please see
chapter 2.3 List of instances with detailed revision suggestions for the proposed text changes in each
instance.

24

Table 1: Overview of reviewed terminology for second set of draft Standards

#

Draft Standard

G4 text or
Disclosure

Technical Committee discussion

1

Glossary

Definition of Employee

Agreed - suggested revisions

2

Glossary

Definition of Supplier

Agreed - suggested revisions

3

Glossary

Agreed - suggested revisions

4

N/A

5

N/A

Definition of Worker
Definition of
Supervised worker
Definition of Total
workforce

Agreed - suggested revisions
Agreed - suggested revisions
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#
6

Draft Standard
SRS 605: Diversity and
equal opportunity

7

Glossary

G4 text or
Disclosure
G4-LA12
Definition of employee
category

Technical Committee discussion
Agreed - suggested revisions
Agreed – no revisions suggested
Partially agreed – suggested revisions agreed but the opinions
are divided among TC members on whether an additional
sentence should be included at the end of the disclosure
requirement:
The sentence
“If the information to report IR and ODR is not available for
workers of other organizations, such as suppliers, this should
be explained.”
The following arguments against the inclusion were brought
up by one TC member: After discussing the scoping of the
term workers, the subset of workers mentioned in this
instance seems to be the most adequate to allow reporting
organizations to report on the injuries, occupational diseases,
etc. Therefore, the merging of a. and b. under the new subset
of workers seemed to be the most appropriate choice.
Adding a further sentence to this, requiring the reporting
organization to explain why they were not able to provide
data on workers of others organizations, such as suppliers,
(only), apart from being difficult and not realistic, is basically
adding an extensive requirement to companies to justify
themselves for not being able to share those data (or to
separate those data from data on employees). This is out of
the scope of this exercise about terminology. In addition,
there is always an applicable rule for all GRI guidelines that
request companies to explain why they were not able to
collect data.
At a later stage, the following modification to the above
sentence was suggested by a TC member:
“If the information to report IR and ODR is not available for
workers of other organizations, such as suppliers, this should
be stated.”

8

SRS 603: Occupational
Health and Safety

9

Glossary

10

G4-LA6

The following rationale was provided by the TC member: It
would be enough for the reporting organization to state that
the data was not known by the reporting organization and
that it was unavailable from other organizations concerned.
Agreed - suggested revisions

Glossary

Definition of absentee
Definition of absentee
rate

11

Glossary

Definition of fatality

Agreed - suggested revisions

12

Glossary

Definition of injury rate

Agreed - suggested revisions

13

Glossary

Definition of lost day

Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed - suggested revisions
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#

Draft Standard

14

Glossary

15
16

Glossary
SRS 604: Training and
education

17

Glossary

18

Glossary
SRS 604: Human rights
assessment
SRS 401: Economic
performance
SRS 401: Economic
performance
SRS 401: Economic
performance

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Glossary
SRS 402: Market
presence

26

Glossary
SRS 402: Market
presence

27

SRS 402: Market
presence/ Glossary

28

SRS 404: Procurement
practices

29

SRS 502: Energy

30

SRS 502: Energy

31

SRS 502: Energy

32

N/A

33
34

N/A
Environmental
Compliance

35

SRS 601: Employment

36

Glossary

G4 text or
Disclosure
Definition of Lost Day
rate
Definition of
occupational disease
rate

Technical Committee discussion
Agreed - suggested revisions
Agreed - suggested revisions

G4-LA9
Definition of employee
category

Agreed – no revisions suggested

Definition of training

Agreed - suggested revisions

G4-HR2

Agreed – no revisions suggested

G4-EC1
G4-EC2 (Guidance
only)

Agreed - suggested revisions

G4-EC3
Definition of defined
pension plans

Agreed - suggested revisions

G4-EC5
Definition of entry level
wage

Agreed - suggested revisions

G4-EC6

Agreed – no revisions suggested

Local employee
Procurement Practices
Overview, Aspect
specific DMA guidance
(Guidance only)
G4-EN4 (Guidance
only)
G4-EN5 (Guidance
only)
G4-EN6 (Guidance
only)
Definition of
Transportation
Definition of
Transportation of
members of the
organization's
workforce
G4-EN31 (Guidance
only)

Agreed – no revisions suggested

G4-LA1
Definition of employee
turnover

Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed – no revisions suggested

Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed – no revisions suggested

Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed - suggested revisions
Agreed – no revisions suggested
Agreed – no revisions suggested
Agreed - suggested revisions
Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed - suggested revisions
Agreed – no revisions suggested

Agreed – no revisions suggested
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#

Draft Standard

37

Glossary

G4 text or
Disclosure
Definition of new
employee hires

38

SRS 601: Employment

G4-LA2

Agreed - suggested revisions

39

Glossary

Agreed - suggested revisions

40

Glossary

Definition of benefits
Definition of standard
benefits

41

SRS 601: Employment

Agreed - suggested revisions

42
43

Glossary
SRS 602:
Labor/management
relations

G4-LA3
Definition of parental
leave

Agreed - suggested revisions

44

Glossary

G4-LA4
Definition of Significant
operational changes
Occupational Health
and Safety Overview
DMA guidance
G4-LA5

Agreed - suggested revisions

G4-LA7
Definition of serious
diseases
G4-LA8 (Guidance
only)

Agreed - suggested revisions

G4-LA10
Definition of skills
management

Agreed - suggested revisions

G4-LA11
Definition of Regular
performance and
career development
review
Equal Remuneration for
Women and Men
Overview , DMA
Guidance

Agreed – no revisions suggested

G4-LA13

Agreed - suggested revisions

Basic salary
G4-HR3 (Guidance
only)
Freedom of Association
and Collective
Bargaining Aspect
specific DMA-b
(Guidance only)

Agreed – no revisions suggested

45
46
47
48
49
50
51

SRS 603: Occupational
Health and Safety
SRS 603: Occupational
Health and Safety
SRS 603: Occupational
Health and Safety
Glossary
SRS 603: Occupational
Health and Safety
SRS 604: Training and
education

52

Glossary
SRS 604: Training and
education

53

Glossary

55

Equal Remuneration
for Women and Men
SRS 606: Equal
Remuneration for
Women and Men

56

Glossary

57

N/A

58

SRS 608: Freedom of
Association and
Collective Bargaining

54

Technical Committee discussion
Agreed – no revisions suggested

Agreed – no revisions suggested

Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed - suggested revisions
Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed - suggested revisions
Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed – no revisions suggested

Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed - suggested revisions
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#

G4 text or
Disclosure

Technical Committee discussion

G4-HR4

Agreed - suggested revisions

Definition of Freedom
of association

Agreed – no revisions suggested

60

Draft Standard
SRS 608: Freedom of
Association and
Collective Bargaining
SRS 608: Freedom of
Association and
Collective Bargaining/
Glossary

61

SRS 609: Child Labor

G4-HR5

Agreed – no revisions suggested

62

Glossary
SRS 609: Child Labor/
Glossary
SRS 611: Security
Practices

Definition of Child
Definition of Young
worker

Agreed – no revisions suggested

G4-HR7
Definition of Security
personnel
G4-HR8 (Guidance
only)
Local communities
Aspect specific DMA-b
(Guidance only)

Agreed - suggested revisions

G4-SO1
Anti-corruption Aspect
specific DMA-b
(Guidance only)

Agreed - suggested revisions

G4-SO4
Definition of Business
partner
G4-PR1 (Guidance
only)
G4-PR2 (Guidance
only)

Agreed - suggested revisions

G4-SO5
Definition of Forced or
compulsory labor
Definition of AntiCompetitive behavior
Definition of Services
supported

Agreed – no revisions suggested

59

63
64
65
66
67
68

Glossary
SRS 612: Indigenous
Rights
SRS 614: Local
Communities
SRS 614: Local
Communities

70

SRS 405: Anticorruption
SRS 405: Anticorruption

71

Glossary

72

N/A

73

N/A
SRS 405: Anticorruption

69

74
75
76

Glossary
Anti-competitive
behavior/ Glossary

77

Glossary

Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed - suggested revisions
Agreed - suggested revisions
Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed – no revisions suggested
Agreed - suggested revisions
Agreed - suggested revisions

Agreed – no revisions suggested
Agreed – no revisions suggested
Agreed - suggested revisions
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25

2.2 Explanation: Layout of the list of instances with detailed revision suggestions

26
27

The table under 5.2 lists the G4 instances which include ‘employee’ or ‘worker’ terminology and the revisions suggested by the TC. This document
provided the source material to feed the suggested revisions into the second set of draft Standards.

28

The list is used is structured as follows, in order to provide sufficient context for the revision of each instance:

29

1.

Key definitions of terms used in the GRI Guidelines (which occur in many of the Disclosures listed, e.g., ‘employee’, ‘worker’, ‘supplier’).

30
31
32
33

2.

List of Disclosures and Guidance in which ‘employee’ or ’worker’ terminology is used. Attached to the end of each Disclosure or Guidance text
are the definitions which are used specifically in the Disclosure or Guidance which use employee/worker terminology (e.g., the definition of
‘fatality’ uses ‘employee’ or ‘worker’ terminology. ‘Fatality’ is referenced in G4-LA6, and the definition for ‘fatality’ is placed at the end of G4LA6).

34
35

3.

List of further definitions of terms used in the G4 Guidelines (which include ‘employee’ or ‘worker’-related terminology, but the disclosures in
which these definitions appear do not include ‘employee’ or ‘worker’-related terminology).

36
37
38

The list references the document and page number where these instances can be found in the G4 Guidelines. Each instance table includes three columns.
The left column displays the original G4-text. The middle column displays the displays the original G4-text with track-changes, if applicable. The column on
the right provides the rationale for why an edit has been suggested or why it has not.

39

In the left column with the original G4 text, the ‘employee’/ ‘worker’-related terms appear color coded, as follows:

40
41



employee



young worker



staff, staffed



independent contractors working on-site



worker



supervised worker



personnel



person (working for, employed by)



home worker



workforce



Individuals employed



Human resources

Text which stipulates disclosure requirements in the G4 Guidelines are presented with a light turquoise background. Guidance texts are displayed with a
white background.
Example text disclosure requirements
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42

2.3 List of instances with detailed revision suggestions

43

2.3.1 Key (employee/worker-related) definitions
Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract
Employee

1
G4 IM
Section 6 Glossary
General text
247
Track-changed edits – new text

Rationale

Employee

The TC agrees that this is the minimum definition
which is clear for all reporting organizations.

An individual who is, according to national law or practices, An individual who is, according to national law or practices,
recognized as an employee of the organization
recognized as an employee of in an employment relationship The definition is aligned with ISO 26000
with the organization, according to national law or its (individual in a relationship recognized as an
application
‘employment relationship’ in national law or
practice).
The TC suggests to avoid the term ‘practice’ in this
definition and to refer to the application of law
instead.
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

2
G4 IM
Section 6 Glossary
General text
253
Track-changed revisions – new text

Rationale

Supplier

Supplier

Organization or person that provides a product or service
used in the supply chain of the reporting organization.

Organization or person that provides a product or service
used in the supply chain of the reporting organization.

This definition of ‘supplier’ has been updated
for the last revision of the GRI Guidelines, G4.

The supplier can have a direct or indirect relationship
with the organization.
Examples of suppliers are:








Brokers: Persons or organizations that buy and sell
products, services, or assets for others, including
contracting agencies that supply labor
Consultants: Persons or organizations that provide
expert advice and services on a legally recognized
professional and commercial basis. Consultants are
legally recognized as self-employed or are legally
recognized as employees of another organization
Contractors: Persons or organizations working onsite
or offsite on behalf of an organization with a
relationship determined by a contract. A contractor
may hire their own staff directly or hire subcontractors or independent contractors
Distributors: Agents that supply products to others

It does not seem to contradict any key
reference, but some clarifications have been
The A supplier is further characterized by a genuinecan have
suggested.
a direct or indirect commercial relationship with the
A revision has been made to clarify that the
organization.
examples listed are meant to represent
Examples of suppliers are:
individuals or organizations which have a
 Brokers: Persons or organizations that buy and sell genuine commercial relationship with the
products, services, or assets for others, including reporting organization.
contracting agencies that supply labor
 Consultants: Persons or organizations that provide
expert advice and services on a legally recognized
professional and commercial basis. Consultants are legally
recognized as self-employed or are legally recognized as
employees of another organization
 Contractors: Persons or organizations working onsite or
offsite on behalf of an organization with a relationship
determined by a contract. A contractor may contracthire
their own staff workers directly or hire contract subcontractors or independent contractors
 Distributors: Agents Persons or organizations that supply
products to others
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Franchisees or licensees: Persons or organizations
that are granted a franchise or license by the
reporting organization. Franchises and licenses permit
specified commercial activities (such as the
production and sale of a product)
Home workers: Persons at home or in other
premises of their choice, other than the workplace of
the employer, who perform work for remuneration
and which results in a product or service as specified
by the employer, irrespective of who provides the
equipment, materials or other inputs used
Independent contractors: Persons or organizations
working for an organization, a contractor, or a subcontractor, with a relationship determined by a
contract. Independent contractors do not have an
employment relationship with the organization
Manufacturers: Persons or organizations that make
products for sale
Primary producers: Persons or organizations that
grow, harvest, or extract raw materials
Sub-contractors: Persons or organizations working
onsite or offsite on behalf of an organization that have
a direct contractual relationship with a contractor or
sub-contractor but not necessarily with the
organization. A sub-contractor may hire their own
staff directly or hire independent contractors
Wholesalers: Sellers of products in large quantities to
be retailed by others














Franchisees or licensees: Persons or organizations that
are granted a franchise or license by the reporting
organization. Franchises and licenses permit specified
commercial activities (such as the production and sale of
a product)
Home workers:
Persons at home or in other premises of their choice,
other than the workplace of the employer, who perform
work for remuneration and which results in a product or
service as specified by the employer, irrespective of who
provides the equipment, materials or other inputs used
Independent contractors: Persons or organizations
working for an organization, a contractor, or a subcontractor, with a relationship determined by a contract.
Independent contractors do not have an employment
relationship with the organization
Manufacturers: Persons or organizations that make
products for sale
Primary producers: Persons or organizations that grow,
harvest, or extract raw materials
Sub-contractors: Persons or organizations working onsite
or offsite on behalf of an organization that have a direct
contractual relationship with a contractor or subcontractor but not necessarily with the organization. A
sub-contractor may hire contract their own staff directly
or hire contract independent contractors
Wholesalers: Sellers Persons or organizations which sell
of products in large quantities to be retailed by others

44
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract
Worker

3
G4 IM
Section 6 Glossary
General text
254
Track-changed revisions – new text
Worker

Rationale

Suggested revision clarifies that employees are
subsumed under the term workers. Further, reporters
Generic term for any person performing work, regardless A person who performs work.
have approached the Standards Division with
of the contractual relationship.
NOTE 1: The term ‘worker’ includes, but is not limited to, questions about how the term ‘employee’ and
‘worker’ differ. In particular, they have asked for
‘employee’.
examples of those who would be considered a
NOTE 2: Further examples of ‘worker’ include:
‘worker’, but are not already covered by the GRI
Guidelines’ definition for ‘employee’. The suggested
- interns
revision provides respective clarification.
- apprentices
- self-employed persons
- persons working for organizations other than the reporting
organization, e.g., for suppliers
NOTE 3: In the context of GRI disclosures, there are cases
where it is specified whether a specific subset of workers is to
be used
Generic term for any person performing work,
regardless of the contractual relationship.
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract
Supervised worker

4
G4 IM
Section 6 Glossary
General text
252
Track-changed edits – new text

Rationale

Supervised worker

The term ‘supervised worker’ is suggested to be
deleted.

An individual who performs regular work on-site for, or on An individual who performs regular work on-site for, or on
behalf of, the organization but is not recognized as an behalf of, the organization but is not recognized as an Rationale:
employee under national law or practice.
employee under national law or practice.
This term has not been clear to reporters, and it
is not used in key reference documents. The term
‘supervised worker’ is suggested to be replaced by
the applicable terms of ‘employee’ or ’worker’,
with additional contextual information, if
necessary.
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract
Total workforce

5
G4 IM
Section 6 Glossary
General text
253
Track-changed edits – new text

Rationale

Total workforce

The term ‘workforce’ is suggested to be deleted,
and its term is suggested to be replaced in the
The total number of persons working for the organization The total number of persons working for the organization
disclosures by the applicable use of the terms
at the end of the reporting period (that is, the sum of all at the end of the reporting period (that is, the sum of all
‘employee’, ‘worker’ and additional contextual
employees and supervised workers).
employees and supervised workers).
information, if necessary.
Rationale:
The term ‘workforce’ does not add value in
addition to the use of the terms ‘employee’, and
‘worker’. Its definition was further dependent on
the term ‘supervised worker’, which is a term
which has not been clear to reporters, and is not
used in key reference documents. The term
‘supervised worker’ is suggested to be deleted,
and to be replaced by the applicable terms of
‘employee’ or ’worker’, and additional contextual
information, if necessary.
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45

2.3.2 List of disclosures and Guidance texts which include ‘employee/worker’ terminology
Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

6
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK Aspect:
Diversity andOF
EqualGOVERNANCE
Opportunity Indicators
G4-LA12
COMPOSITION
BODIES AND BREAKDOWN OF EMPLOYEES PER EMPLOYEE CATEGORY
ACCORDING
TO
GENDER,
AGE
GROUP,
MINORITY
GROUP MEMBERSHIP, AND OTHER INDICATORS OF DIVERSITY
163
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale

COMPOSITION OF GOVERNANCE BODIES AND No revisions suggested.
BREAKDOWN OF EMPLOYEES PER EMPLOYEE
CATEGORY ACCORDING TO GENDER, AGE
GROUP, MINORITY GROUP MEMBERSHIP, AND
OTHER INDICATORS OF DIVERSITY
a. Report the percentage of individuals within the
organization’s governance bodies in each of the following
diversity categories:



Gender
Age group: under 30 years old, 30-50 years old, over
50 years old
 Minority groups
 Other indicators of diversity where relevant
b. Report the percentage of employees per employee
category in each of the following diversity categories:




Gender
Age group: under 30 years old, 30-50 years old,
over 50 years old
Minority groups
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differences in diversity between governance
bodies and employees.
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Other indicators of diversity where relevant

Relevance

Relevance

This Indicator provides a quantitative measure of diversity
within an organization and can be used in conjunction with
sectoral or regional benchmarks. The level of diversity within
an organization provides insights into the human capital of
the organization. Comparisons between broad workforce
diversity and management team diversity also offer
information on equal opportunity. Detailed information on
the composition of the workforce also helps in assessing
which issues may be of particular relevance to certain
segments of the workforce.

This Indicator provides a quantitative measure of diversity
within an organization and can be used in conjunction with
sectoral or regional benchmarks. The level of diversity
within an organization provides insights into the human
capital of the organization. Comparisons between broad
workforce employee diversity and management team
diversity also offer information on equal opportunity.
Detailed information on the composition of governance
bodies and breakdown of employeesthe workforce also
helps in assessing which issues may be of particular
relevance to certain segments of the workforcegovernance
bodies or employees.

Compilation
Governance bodies

Compilation
Identify the governance bodies that exist within the
Governance bodies
organization, such as the board of directors, management
committee, or similar body for non-corporate organizations. Identify the governance bodies that exist within the
organization, such as the board of directors, management
Identify the total number of individuals and/or employees
committee, or similar body for non-corporate
who comprise these governance bodies and analyze this
organizations.
information using the following diversity categories listed
below:
Identify the total number of individuals and/or employees
who comprise these governance bodies and analyze this
 Gender
information using the following diversity categories listed
 Age group: under 30 years old, 30-50 years old,
below:
over 50 years old
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term ‘workforce’.
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Minority groups
Other indicators of diversity where relevant




Identify any other indicators of diversity used by the
organization in its own monitoring and recording that may
be relevant for reporting.




Employee categories

Gender
Age group: under 30 years old, 30-50 years old,
over 50 years old
Minority groups
Other indicators of diversity where relevant

Identify any other indicators of diversity used by the
organization in its own monitoring and recording that may
be relevant for reporting.

Identify the total number of employees in each employee
category. A number of calculations are undertaken to report
on employee categories. These calculations are specific to Employee categories
each organization. For further Guidance see the ‘employee Identify the total number of employees in each employee
category’ definition.
category. A number of calculations are undertaken to
The total number of employees matches that reported in report on employee categories. These calculations are
specific to each organization. For further Guidance see the
G4-10.
‘employee category’ definition.
Identify the total number of employees within each category
The total number of employees matches that reported in
by:
G4-10.
 Gender
 Age group: under 30 years old, 30-50 years old,
Identify the total number of employees within each category
over 50 years old
by:
 Minority groups
 Gender
 Other indicators of diversity where relevant
 Age group: under 30 years old, 30-50 years old,
over 50 years old
Definitions
 Minority groups
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
 Other indicators of diversity where relevant





Employee
Employee category
Governance bodies
Indicators of diversity

Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244


Employee
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Documentation sources





Potential sources of information include employee records
and minutes of equal opportunity committees.

Employee category
Governance bodies
Indicators of diversity

Documentation sources
Potential sources of information include employee records
and minutes of equal opportunity committees.
Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
7
Page number
247
Employee category
No revisions suggested.
Breakdown of employees by level (such as senior management,
middle management) and function (such as technical,
administrative, production). This information is derived from an
organization’s own human resources system.
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

8
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK
Occupational
Health
andOF
Safety
Indicators
G4-LA6 Aspect:
TYPE OF
INJURY AND
RATES
INJURY,
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES, LOST DAYS, AND ABSENTEEISM, AND TOTAL
153
NUMBER OF WORK-RELATED FATALITIES, BY REGION AND BY GENDER
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

a. Report types of injury, injury rate (IR), occupational
diseases rate (ODR), lost day rate (LDR), absentee rate (AR)
and work-related fatalities, for the total workforce (that is,
total employees plus supervised workers), by:
 Region
 Gender

a. Report types of injury, injury rate (IR), occupational
diseases rate (ODR), lost day rate (LDR), absentee rate
(AR) and work-related fatalities, for the total workforce
(that is, total employees plus supervised workers all
workers performing work that is controlled by the
organization or that is being performed in workplaces that
the organization controls), by:
b. Report types of injury, injury rate (IR), occupational
 Region
diseases rate (ODR), lost day rate (LDR), absentee rate (AR)
 Gender
and work-related fatalities for independent contractors
working on-site to whom the organization is liable for the
general safety of the working environment, by:
b. Report types of injury, injury rate (IR), occupational
 Region
diseases rate (ODR), lost day rate (LDR), absentee rate
 Gender
(AR) and work-related fatalities for independent

These revisions avoid the use of the terms
‘workforce’ and ‘supervised workers’, which
were not clear and overlapped each other.
They clarify that the information requested
refers to all workers performing work that is
controlled by the organization or that is being
performed in workplaces that the organization
controls, and other to the organizations’
employees.

Organizations are widely expected to have OSH
responsibilities for persons working in places
that the organization owns or controls.
Organizations are requested to report on
information such as serious accidents, injuries
contractors working on-site to whom the organization is
and fatalities to authorities.
liable for the general safety of the working environment, by:
 Region
The revisions do not increase the reporting
 Gender
requirements. They might be perceived as
reducing the reporting requirements, depending
on how broadly the term ‘supervised worker’
and ‘independent contractors working on-site’
was understood.
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The revisions do not seem to contradict any key
reference.

Relevance

Relevance

Health and safety performance is a key measure of an
organization’s duty of care. Low injury and absentee rates
are generally linked to positive trends in staff morale and
productivity. This Indicator shows whether health and safety
management practices are resulting in fewer occupational
health and safety incidents. An evaluation of trends and
patterns may also indicate potential workplace inequity.

Health and safety performance is a key measure of an
organization’s duty of care. Low injury and absentee rates
are generally linked to positive trends in staff morale and
productivity. This Indicator shows whether health and
safety management practices are resulting in fewer
occupational health and safety incidents. An evaluation of
trends and patterns may also indicate potential workplace
inequity.

Fatalities
Identify the absolute number of fatalities that occurred
during the reporting period.
Report this information separately for the total workforce
(that is, total employees plus supervised workers) and
independent contractors working on-site to whom the
organization is liable for the general safety of the working
environment, by:
 Region
 Gender
Injury rate (IR)

Fatalities
Identify the absolute number of fatalities that occurred
during the reporting period.
Report this information separately for all workers
performing work that is controlled by the organization or
that is being performed in workplaces that the organization
controls,
 the total workforce (that is, total employees plus
supervised workers) and workers
independent contractors working on-site

to whom the organization is liable for the general safety of
Identify the injury rate (IR) experienced during the reporting the working environment, by:
period.
 Region
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reporting requirements.
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Since some organizations include minor (first-aid level)
 Gender
injuries in their data, indicate whether such injuries are
Injury rate (IR)
included or excluded.
Report this information separately for the total workforce Identify the injury rate (IR) experienced during the
(that is, total employees plus supervised workers) and reporting period.
independent contractors working on-site to whom the
organization is liable for the general safety of the working
environment, by:
 Region
 Gender
Occupational disease rate (ODR)
Identify the occupational disease rate (ODR) experienced
during the reporting period.

Since some organizations include minor (first-aid level)
injuries in their data, indicate whether such injuries are
included or excluded.
Report this information separately for the total workforce
(that is, total employees plus supervised workers)all
workers performing work that is controlled by the
organization or that is being performed in workplaces that
the organization controls, and independent contractors
working on-site to whom the organization is liable for the
general safety of the working environment, by:
 Region
 Gender

Report this information separately for the total workforce
(that is, total employees plus supervised workers) and
independent contractors working on-site to whom the
organization is liable for the general safety of the working
environment, by:
Occupational disease rate (ODR)
 Region
Identify the occupational disease rate (ODR) experienced
during the reporting period.
 Gender

Report this information separately for all workers
Lost day rate (LDR)
Identify the lost day rate (LDR) experienced during the performing work that is controlled by the organization or
that is being performed in workplaces that the organization
reporting period.
controls, the total workforce (that is, total employees plus
Absentee rate (AR)
supervised workers the organizations’ employeesand
Identify the absentee rate (AR) experienced during the
independent contractors working on-site to whom the
reporting period.
organization is liable for the general safety of the working
environment, by:
Report this information separately for the total workforce
(that is, total employees plus supervised workers) and
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independent contractors working on-site to whom the
organization is liable for the general safety of the working
environment, by:
 Region
 Gender
Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
 Absentee
 Absentee rate
 Fatality
 Injury
 Injury rate
 Lost day
 Lost day rate
 Occupational disease
 Occupational disease rate
 Supervised worker
 Total workforce




Region
Gender

Lost day rate (LDR)
Identify the lost day rate (LDR) experienced during the
reporting period.
Absentee rate (AR)
Identify the absentee rate (AR) experienced during the
reporting period.
Report this information for all workers performing work
that is controlled by the organization or that is being
performed in workplaces that the organization controls
separately for the total workforce (that is, total employees
plus supervised workers) and independent contractors
working on-site to whom the organization is liable for the
general safety of the working environment, by:
 Region
 Gender
Definitions

Documentation sources
Potential sources of information include employee records,
employee contracts, attendance records, and accident
records.

See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Absentee
Absentee rate
Fatality
Injury
Injury rate
Lost day
Lost day rate
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•
•
•
•

Occupational disease
Occupational disease rate
Supervised worker
Total workforce

Documentation sources
Potential sources of information include employee human
resource records, employee contracts, attendance records,
and accident incident records.
Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
9
Page number
245
Absentee
Absentee

The term ‘absentee’ is only used in disclosure
G4-LA6, which clarifies which groups should be
An employee absent from work because of incapacity of any An employee worker performing work that is controlled
included when calculating absentee rates.
kind, not just as the result of work-related injury or disease. by the organization or that is being performed in
workplaces that the organization controls, who is absent
Permitted leave absences such as holidays, study, maternity
from work because of incapacity of any kind, not just as the
or paternity leave, and compassionate leave are excluded.
result of work-related injury or disease.
Permitted leave absences such as holidays, study, maternity
or paternity leave, and compassionate leave are excluded.
Number
Page number
Absentee rate

10
245

Absentee rate

‘Absentee rate’ is required to be reported only in
disclosure G4-LA6.

Refers to a measure of actual absentee days lost expressed Refers to a measure of actual absentee days lost expressed
as a percentage of total days scheduled to be worked by the as a percentage of total days scheduled to be worked by the This definition has been aligned accordingly.
workforce for the same period.
workforce workers performing work that is controlled by
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the organization or that is being performed in workplaces
that the organization controls for the same period.
Number
Page number
Fatality

11
248
Fatality

The death of a worker occurring in the current reporting The death of a worker occurring in the current reporting
period, arising from an occupational injury or disease period, arising from an occupational injury or disease
sustained or contracted while in the organization’s employ. sustained or contracted while performing work that is
controlled by the organization or that is being performed in
workplaces that the organization controls
in the
organization’s employ.
Number
Page number
Injury rate

The text does not seem to contradict any key
reference.

12
249
Injury rate

‘Injury rate’ is required to be reported only in
disclosure G4-LA6.

The frequency of injuries relative to the total time worked The frequency of injuries relative to the total time worked
by the total workforce in the reporting period.
by all workers performing work that is controlled by the This definition has been aligned accordingly.
organization or that is being performed in workplaces that
the organization controls the total workforce in the
reporting period.
Number
Page number
Lost day

13
250

Time (‘days’) that could not be worked (and is thus ‘lost’)
as a consequence of a worker or workers being unable to
perform their usual work because of an occupational
accident or disease. A return to limited duty or alternative
work for the same organization does not count as lost days.

Lost day
Time (‘days’) that could not be worked (and is thus ‘lost’)
as a consequence of a worker or workers performing work
that is controlled by the organization or that is being
performed in workplaces that the organization controls
being unable to perform their usual work because of an
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occupational accident or disease. A return to limited duty
or alternative work for the same organization does not
count as lost days.
Number
Page number
Lost day rate

14
250

The impact of occupational accidents and diseases as
reflected in time off work by the affected workers. It is
expressed by comparing the total lost days to the total
number of hours scheduled to be worked by the workforce
in the reporting period.

Number
15
Page number
250
Occupational disease rate
The frequency of occupational diseases relative to the total
time worked by the total Workforce in the reporting
period.

Lost day rate

‘Lost day rate’ is required to be reported only in
disclosure G4-LA6.

The impact of occupational accidents and diseases as
reflected in time off work by the affected workers This definition has been aligned accordingly.
performing work that is controlled by the organization or
that is being performed in workplaces that the organization
controls. It is expressed by comparing the total lost days to
the total number of hours scheduled to be worked by the
workforce workers performing work that is controlled by
the organization or that is being performed in workplaces
that the organization controls in the reporting period.

Occupational disease rate

‘Occupational disease rate’ is required be
reported only in disclosure G4-LA6.

The frequency of occupational diseases relative to the total
time worked bythe total Workforce all workers performing This definition has been aligned accordingly.
work that is controlled by the organization or that is being
performed in workplaces that the organization controls in
the reporting period.
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Number
Source document
Chapter

16
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK Aspect: Training and Education Indicators

Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

G4-LA9 AVERAGE HOURS OF TRAINING PER YEAR PER EMPLOYEE BY GENDER, AND BY EMPLOYEE CATEGORY
158
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale

AVERAGE HOURS OF TRAINING PER YEAR PER No revisions suggested.
EMPLOYEE BY GENDER, AND BY EMPLOYEE
CATEGORY

ILO Recommendation 195 Human Resources
Development refers to ‘employees’ rather than
‘workers’.

a. Report the average hours of training that the
organization’s employees have undertaken during the
reporting period, by:



Gender
Employee category

Relevance

No revisions suggested.

Maintaining and improving human capital, particularly
through training that expands the knowledge base of
employees, is a key element in organizational development.
This Indicator provides insight into the scale of the
organization’s investment in this area and the degree to
which the investment is made across the entire employee
base. Access to training opportunities can also support
progress in other areas of social performance, such as
ensuring equal opportunity in the workplace. It also
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contributes to motivating improvement at the personal and
organizational level.
Compilation
Identify the total number of employees, by gender. Use the
information from G4-10.
Employee numbers may be expressed as head count or Full
Time Equivalent (FTE). The approach is disclosed and applied
consistently in the period and between periods.
Identify the total number of employees in each employee
category. This information can be drawn from G4-LA12.
Identify the total number of training hours undertaken
throughout the reporting period for all employees and for
each of the employment categories.
Identify the average number of training hours undertaken by
employees during the reporting period. Use the following
formula:
Average training hours per employee=
Total number of training hours provided to employees/
Total number of employees
Identify the average number of training hours undertaken by
employees during the reporting period, by gender. Use the
following formulas:
Average training hours per female=
Total number of training hours provided to female
employees/
Total number of female employees
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Average training hours per male=
Total number of training hours provided to male employees/
Total number of male employees
Identify the average number of training hours undertaken by
employees during the reporting period, by employee
category. Use the following formula:
Average training hours per employee category=
Total number of training hours provided to each category of
employees/
Total number of employees in category
A number of calculations may be undertaken to report on
employee categories. These calculations are specific to each
organization.
Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244




Employee
Employee category
Training

Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
17
Page number
247
Employee category
No revisions suggested.
Breakdown of employees by level (such as senior management,
middle management) and function (such as technical,
administrative, production). This information is derived from an
organization’s own human resources system.
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Number
Page number
Training

18
253

Refers to:
 All types of vocational training and instruction
 Paid educational leave provided by the organization for
its employees
 Training or education pursued externally and paid for
in whole or in part by the organization
 Training on specific topics such as health and safety
Training does not include on-site coaching by supervisors.

Training

This text:

Refers to:
 All types of vocational training and instruction
 Paid educational leave provided by the
organization for its employees
 Training or education pursued externally and
paid for in whole or in part by the organization
 Training on specific topics such as health and
safety
Training does
supervisors.

not

include on-site
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expresses the logic of an employment
status defined by national law or its
application; and
does not seem to contradict any key
reference documents.
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Number
Source document
Chapter

19
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: HUMAN RIGHTS Aspect: Investment
Indicators

Disclosure (if applicable)

G4-HR2 TOTAL HOURS OF EMPLOYEE TRAINING ON HUMAN RIGHTS POLICIES OR PROCEDURES CONCERNING ASPECTS OF
HUMAN RIGHTS THAT ARE RELEVANT TO OPERATIONS, INCLUDING THE PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES TRAINED

Page number
Text extract

177
Track-changed edits – new text

TOTAL HOURS OF EMPLOYEE TRAINING ON No revisions suggested.
HUMAN RIGHTS POLICIES OR PROCEDURES
CONCERNING ASPECTS OF HUMAN RIGHTS
THAT ARE RELEVANT TO OPERATIONS,
INCLUDING THE PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES
TRAINED

Rationale
Reporting on this Indicator is based on
disclosure G4-LA9, which in turn is based on
disclosure G4-10.
NOTE: A replacement of the term ‘employee’
with ‘worker’ would expand the reporting
requirement.

a. Report the total number of hours in the reporting period
devoted to training on human rights policies or procedures
concerning aspects of human rights that are relevant to
operations.
b. Report the percentage of employees in the reporting period
trained in human rights policies or procedures concerning
aspects of human rights that are relevant to operations.
Relevance

No revisions suggested.

Information generated from this Indicator offers insight into an
organization’s capacity to implement its human rights policies
and procedures. Human rights have become well established
in international standards and laws, and this has obligated
organizations to implement specialized training that equips
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employees to address human rights in the course of their
regular work. The total number of employees trained and the
amount of training they receive both contribute to an
assessment of an organization’s depth of knowledge about
human rights.
Compilation
Identify the number of hours devoted to employee training,
using data from G4-LA9.
Identify employees who have received formal training in the
organization’s human rights policies or procedures concerning
aspects of human rights that are relevant to operations,
including the applicability of the human rights policies or
procedures to the employees’ work. This can refer either to
training dedicated to the topic of human rights or to a human
rights module within a general training program.
Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244


Employee

Documentation sources
Potential sources of information include employee records of
training and training schedules.
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

20
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY ECONOMIC: Aspect: Economic Performance
G4-EC1 DIRECT ECONOMIC VALUE GENERATED AND DISTRIBUTED
69
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

a. Report the direct economic value generated and No revisions suggested.
distributed (EVG&D) on an accruals basis including the basic
components for the organization’s global operations as
listed below. If data is presented on a cash basis, report the
justification for this decision and report the basic
components as listed below:

–

–
–
–
–
–


Direct economic value generated:
Revenues
Economic value distributed:
Operating costs
Employee wages and benefits
Payments to providers of capital
Payments to government (by country)
Community investments
Economic value retained (calculated as ‘Direct
economic value generated’ less ‘Economic value
distributed’)

b. To better assess local economic impacts, report EVG&D
separately at country, regional, or market levels, where
significant. Report the criteria used for defining significance.
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Operating costs


Cash payments made outside the organization for
materials, product components, facilities, and
services purchased. This includes property rental,
license fees, facilitation payments (since these have
a clear commercial objective), royalties, payments
for contract workers, employee training costs
(where outside trainers are used), or employee
protective clothing

Employee wages and benefits


Operating costs


Cash payments made outside the organization
for materials, product components, facilities, and
services purchased. This includes property
rental, license fees, facilitation payments (since
these have a clear commercial objective),
royalties, payments for contract workers,
employee training costs (where outside trainers
are used), or employee personal protective
equipment (PPE) costsclothing. Services
purchased include payments to self-employed
persons, temporary placement agencies and
other organizations providing services.

The text under ‘Operating costs’ indicates that it
relates to all operating costs paid outside of the
organization, thus it makes sense to refer to training
costs and personal protective equipment for the
broader group of ‘workers’.
‘Protective clothing’ has been clarified and updated
to ‘personal protective equipment’.
The text under ‘Employee wages and benefits’ has
been aligned to reduce the number of terms used.
This revision avoids the use of the term nonemployees.

Total payroll comprises employee salaries,
The text under ‘Community investments’ relates to
including amounts paid to government institutions
infrastructure investments in communities, which
(such as employee taxes, levies, and
Employee wages and benefits
covers the broader group of ‘workers’.
unemployment funds) on behalf of employees.
Non-employees working in an operational role are
 Total payroll comprises employee salaries,
normally not included here, but rather under
including amounts paid to government
operating costs as a service purchased
institutions (such as employee taxes, levies, and
unemployment funds) on behalf of employees.
 Total benefits include regular contributions (such
Non-employeesWorkers who are not
as to pensions, insurance, company vehicles, and
employees, who working in an operational role
private health), as well as other employee support
are normally not included here, but rather under
such as housing, interest-free loans, public
operating costs as a service purchased
transport assistance, educational grants, and
redundancy payments. They do not include
 Total benefits include regular contributions (such
training, costs of protective equipment, or other
as to pensions, insurance, company vehicles, and
cost items directly related to the employee’s job
private health), as well as other employee support
function
such as housing, interest-free loans, public
transport assistance, educational grants, and
Community investments
redundancy payments. They do not include
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Any infrastructure investment that is driven primarily by
training, costs of protective equipment, or other
core business needs (such as building a road to a mine or
cost items directly related to the employee’s job
factory) or to facilitate the business operations of the
function
organization is not included. The calculation of investment
Community investments
may include infrastructure built outside the main business
Any infrastructure investment that is driven primarily by
activities of the organization, such as a school or hospital
core business needs (such as building a road to a mine or
for employees and their families
factory) or to facilitate the business operations of the
organization is not included. The calculation of investment
may include infrastructure built outside the main business
activities of the organization, such as a school or hospital
for employees workers and their families
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Number
Source document
Chapter

21
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY ECONOMIC: Aspect: Economic Performance Indicators

Disclosure (if applicable)

G4-EC2 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND OTHER RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE ORGANIZATION’S ACTIVITIES DUE TO
CLIMATE CHANGE Guidance

Page number
Text extract
Relevance

71
Track-changed revisions – new text

Rationale

Relevance

This revision avoids the term ‘workforce’.

Climate change presents risks and opportunities to Climate change presents risks and opportunities to Note:
organizations, their investors, and their stakeholders.
organizations, their investors, and their stakeholders.
This revision does not increase the reporting
requirements.
Organizations may face physical risks and opportunities due Organizations may face physical risks and opportunities
to changes in the climate system and weather patterns. due to changes in the climate system and weather
These include:
patterns. These include:
 The impact of more frequent and intense storms
 The impact of more frequent and intense storms
 Changes in sea level, ambient temperature, and
 Changes in sea level, ambient temperature, and
water availability
water availability
 Impacts on the workforce, for example, health
 Impacts on the workforceworkers, for example,
effects (such as heat-related illness or disease) or
health effects (such as heat-related illness or
the need to relocate operations
disease) or the need to relocate operations
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

22
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY ECONOMIC: Aspect: Economic Performance Indicators
G4-EC3 COVERAGE OF THE ORGANIZATION’S DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN OBLIGATIONS
73
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale

a. Where the plan’s liabilities are met by the organization’s No revisions suggested.
general resources, report the estimated value of those
liabilities.
b. Where a separate fund exists to pay the plan’s pension
liabilities, report:

This text:




 The extent to which the scheme’s liabilities are
estimated to be covered by the assets that have
been set aside to meet them
 The basis on which that estimate has been arrived
at
 When that estimate was made
c. Where a fund set up to pay the plan’s pension liabilities
is not fully covered, explain the strategy, if any, adopted by
the employer to work towards full coverage, and the
timescale, if any, by which the employer hopes to achieve
full coverage.
d. Report the percentage of salary contributed by
employee or employer.
e. Report the level of participation in retirement plans
(such as participation in mandatory or voluntary schemes,
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regional or country-based schemes, or those with financial
impact).
Relevance
When an organization provides a retirement plan for its
workforce, these benefits could become commitments that
members of the schemes plan on for their long-term
economic well-being. Defined benefit plans have potential
implications for employers in terms of the obligations that
need to be met. Other types of plans, like defined
contributions, do not guarantee access to a retirement plan
or the quality of benefits. The type of plan chosen has
implications for both employees and employers.
Conversely, a properly funded pension plan can help to
attract and maintain a stable workforce and support longterm financial and strategic planning on the part of the
employer.

Relevance
When an organization provides a retirement plan for its
This edit:
workforceemployees, these benefits could become
 avoids the use of the term ‘workforce’;
commitments that members of the schemes plan on for
their long-term economic well-being. Defined benefit
 expresses the logic of an employment
status defined by national law or its
plans have potential implications for employers in terms
application;
of the obligations that need to be met. Other types of
plans, like defined contributions, do not guarantee access
 does not seem to contradict any key
to a retirement plan or the quality of benefits. The type
reference documents.
of plan chosen has implications for both employees and
employers. Conversely, a properly funded pension plan
can help to attract and maintain a stable workforce
employees and support long-term financial and strategic
planning on the part of the employer.

Compilation
Compilation
Identify whether the structure of retirement plans offered Identify whether the structure of retirement plans
to employees are based on:
offered to employees are based on:
 Defined benefit plans
 Defined benefit plans
 Defined contribution plans
 Defined contribution plans
 Other types of retirement benefits
 Other types of retirement benefits
Different jurisdictions (such as countries) have varying
Different jurisdictions (such as countries) have varying
interpretations and guidance regarding calculations used
interpretations and guidance regarding calculations used to
to determine plan coverage. Calculate in accordance with
determine plan coverage. Calculate in accordance with the
the regulations and methods for relevant jurisdictions,
regulations and methods for relevant jurisdictions, and
and report aggregated totals. Consolidation techniques
report aggregated totals. Consolidation techniques should
should be the same as those applied in preparing the
be the same as those applied in preparing the financial
financial accounts of the organization. Note that benefit
accounts of the organization. Note that benefit pension
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plans are part of the IASB IAS 19 Employee Benefits16, pension plans are part of the IASB IAS 19 Employee
however, IAS 19 covers more issues.
Benefits16, however, IAS 19 covers more issues.
Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244




Defined benefit plans
Defined contribution plans
Full coverage

Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
23
Page number
247
Defined contribution plans
No revisions suggested.
Post-employment benefit plans under which an entity pays
fixed contributions into a separate entity (a fund) and will
have no legal or constructive obligation to pay further
contributions if the fund does not hold sufficient assets to
pay all employee benefits relating to employee service in the
current and prior periods.
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

24
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY ECONOMIC: Aspect: Market Presence
G4-EC5 RATIOS OF STANDARD ENTRY LEVEL WAGE BY GENDER COMPARED TO LOCAL MINIMUM WAGE AT SIGNIFICANT
LOCATIONS OF OPERATION
76
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

a. When a significant proportion of the workforce is
compensated based on wages subject to minimum wage
rules, report the ratio of the entry level wage by gender at
significant locations of operation to the minimum wage.

a. When a significant proportion of the workforce is This revision:
compensationed is based on wages subject to minimum
 avoids the use of the term ‘workforce’;
wage rules, report the ratio of the entry level wage by
and
gender at significant locations of operation to the
 does not seem to contradict any key
minimum wage.
b. Report whether a local minimum wage is absent or
reference documents.
variable at significant locations of operation, by gender. In b. Report whether a local minimum wage is absent or
circumstances in which different minimums could be used variable at significant locations of operation, by gender. In
as a reference, report which minimum wage is being used. circumstances in which different minimums could be used
as a reference, report which minimum wage is being used.
c. Report the definition used for ‘significant locations of
operation’.
c. Report the definition used for ‘significant locations of
operation’.
Relevance
Relevance
These revisions in the Guidance text provide
alignment with the disclosure requirements and
Economic well-being is one of the ways in which an Economic well-being is one of the ways in which an
focuses on workers performing organization’s
organization invests in its employees. This Indicator helps organization invests in its employeese workers
activities.
demonstrate how an organization contributes to the performing organization’s activities. This Indicator helps
economic well-being of employees in significant locations of demonstrate how an organization contributes to the
operation. The Indicator also provides an indication of the economic well-being of employees workers performing
competitiveness of the organization’s wages, and organization’s activities in significant locations of
information relevant for assessing the effect of wages on the operation. The Indicator also provides an indication of the
local labor market. Offering wages above the minimum is competitiveness of the organization’s wages, and
one factor in building strong community relations, information relevant for assessing the effect of wages on
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employee loyalty, and strengthening an organization’s social
license to operate. This Indicator is most relevant for
organizations in which a substantial portion of their
workforce is compensated in a manner or scale that is
closely linked to laws or regulations on minimum wage.

the local labor market. Offering wages above the
minimum is one factor in building strong community
relations, employee loyalty, and strengthening an
organization’s social license to operate. This Indicator is
most relevant for organizations in which a substantial
portion of their workforce workers performing
Compilation
organization’s activities is compensated in a manner or
For all significant locations of operation, identify and scale that is closely linked to laws or regulations on
compare (in percentage terms) local minimum wage to the minimum wage.
organization’s entry level wage by gender. For organizations
Compilation
that only offer salaried employment, convert the salary into
an hourly estimate.
For all significant locations of operation, identify and
compare (in percentage terms) local minimum wage to
Definitions
the organization’s entry level wage by gender. For
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
organizations that only offer salaried employment,
convert the salary into an hourly estimate.
 Entry level wage


Local minimum wage

Documentation sources
Potential sources of information
department of the organization or
accounting departments. Pertinent
country or region of operation
information for this Indicator.

Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
include the payroll
 Entry level wage
finance, treasury, or
 Local minimum wage
legislation in each
Documentation sources
may also provide
Potential sources of information include the payroll
department of the organization or finance, treasury, or
accounting departments. Pertinent legislation in each
country or region of operation may also provide
information for this Indicator.
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Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
25
Page number
247
Text extract
Track-changed revisions – new text
Entry level wage
Entry level wage

Rationale
This definition is used in disclosure G4-EC5. In
alignment with the suggested use of the term
Entry level wage refers to the full-time wage offered to an Entry level wage refers to the full-time wage offered to
‘worker’ for this disclosure, the definition has
employee in the lowest employment category. Intern or an employee in the lowest employment category. Intern
been aligned accordingly.
apprentice wages are not considered.
or apprentice wages are not considered.
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

26
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY ECONOMIC: Market Presence Indicators
G4-EC6
77
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale

PROPORTION OF SENIOR MANAGEMENT Included for background reference only
HIRED FROM THE LOCAL COMMUNITY AT
SIGNIFICANT LOCATIONS OF OPERATION
a. Report the percentage of senior management at
significant locations of operation that are hired from the
local community.
b. Report the definition of ‘senior management’ used.
c. Report the organization’s geographical definition of
‘local’.
d. Report the definition used for ‘significant locations of
operation’.
[..]
No revisions suggested.
Compilation
Calculate this percentage using data on full-time employees.
Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
 Local employee
Documentation sources
Potential sources of information include the personnel or
human resources departments
Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
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Number
Page number
Text extract
Local employee

27
249
Track-changed edits – new text
No revisions suggested.

Individuals either born or who have the legal right to reside
indefinitely (such as naturalized citizens or permanent visa
holders) in the same geographic market as the operation.
The geographical definition of ‘local’ may include the
community surrounding operations, a region within a
country or a country.
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

28
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY ECONOMIC: Aspect: Procurement Practices Overview
GUIDANCE - DISCLOSURES ON MANAGEMENT APPROACH Aspect-specific Guidance for G4-DMA-b.
82
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

Describe policies and practices used to promote economic Describe policies and practices used to promote This revision clarifies that economic inclusion (to
inclusion when selecting suppliers.
economic inclusion when selecting suppliers.
some low degree) can be achieved by recruiting
members of vulnerable, marginalized or
Forms of economic inclusion may include:
Forms of economic inclusion may include:
underrepresented social groups as workers, not only
 Suppliers owned by women
 Suppliers owned by women
as employees.
 Suppliers owned or staffed by members of
 Suppliers which are owned by or staffed
Note:
vulnerable, marginalized or underrepresented
byrecruit workers from members of vulnerable,
This revision does not increase the reporting
social groups
marginalized or underrepresented social groups
requirements.
 Small and medium sized suppliers
 Small and medium sized suppliers
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

29
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY ENVIRONMENTAL: Aspect: Energy Indicators
G4-EN4 Guidance
91
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale

Compilation

No revisions suggested.

[..]
Identify relevant upstream or downstream energy
consumption in the following categories and activities:
Upstream
1. Purchased goods and services
2. Capital goods
3. Fuel- and energy- related activities (those that are not
included in Indicator G4-EN3)
4. Upstream transportation and distribution
5. Waste generated in operations
6. Business travel
7. Employee commuting
8. Upstream leased assets Other upstream
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

30
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY ENVIRONMENTAL Aspect: Energy Indicators
G4-EN5 Guidance
93
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale

Compilation

No revisions suggested.

Select an appropriate ratio denominator to represent the
per-unit output, activity, or any other organization-specific
metric. This may include:






Units of product
Production volume (metric ton, liter, MWh)
Size (m2 floor space)
Total number of full-time employees
Monetary units (revenue, sales)
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

31
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY ENVIRONMENTAL: Aspect: Energy Indicators
G4-EN6 Guidance
94
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale

Compilation

Compilation

Calculate or estimate the energy saved by initiatives to
reduce energy use and increase energy efficiency.
Reductions in energy consumption that result from reduced
production capacity or outsourcing should not be included
in this Indicator.

Calculate or estimate the energy saved by initiatives to
reduce energy use and increase energy efficiency.
Reductions in energy consumption that result from
reduced production capacity or outsourcing should not
be included in this Indicator.

This text relates to initiatives that can target
individual behavior to save energy, such as switching
of the office light when they leave the office. Other
initiatives are covered by ‘process redesign’ or
‘operational changes’.

Initiatives include, as a minimum:

Initiatives include, as a minimum:

The edit:






Process redesign
Conversion and retrofitting of equipment
Changes in employee behavior
Operational changes






Process redesign
Conversion and retrofitting of equipment
Changes in employee behavior
Operational changes
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does not seem to contradict any key
reference; and
does not expand the reporting
requirements.
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Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
32
Page number
254
Transportation
Transportation
The act of transferring resources and goods from one
location to another (between suppliers, production plants,
warehouses, and the customer), using different modes of
transport, including passenger transportation (such as
employee commuting and business traveling).

Number
33
Page number
254
Transportation of the
organization’s workforce

members

of

This definition has been merged with the definition
of ‘Transportation of the members of the
The act of transferring resources and goods from one
organization’s workforce’ (instance no. 61). It
location to another (between suppliers, production
further avoids the term ‘workforce’.
plants, warehouses, and the customer), using different
modes of transport, including passenger transportation of
passengers (including commuting of workers, and
suppliers working at the organizations’ operations) (such
as employee commuting and business traveling), using
different modes of transport,. including air, train, bus, and
other forms of motorized and non-motorized transport.

the Transportation of the
organization’s workforce

Transportation used for commuting to and from work by
members of the workforce or travel for business purposes
including air, train, bus, and other forms of motorized and
non-motorized travel.

members

of

the This definition has been merged with the definition
of ‘transportation’ (see above).

Transportation used for commuting to and from work by
members of the workforce or travel for business
purposes including air, train, bus, and other forms of
motorized and non-motorized travel.
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Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

34
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY ENVIRONMENTAL: Aspect: Overall
G4-EN31 TOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION EXPENDITURES AND INVESTMENTS BY TYPE Guidance
135
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale

Compilation

No revisions suggested.

Identify waste disposal, emissions treatment, and
remediation costs based on expenditures which include, as
a minimum:







Treatment and disposal of waste
Treatment of emissions (such as expenditures for
filters, agents)
Expenditures for the purchase and use of emissions
certificates
Expenditure on equipment, maintenance, and
operating materials and services, and related personnel
costs
Insurance for environmental liability
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Number
Source document
Chapter

35
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK Aspect: Employment

Disclosure (if applicable)

G4-LA1 TOTAL NUMBER AND RATES OF NEW EMPLOYEE HIRES AND EMPLOYEE TURNOVER BY AGE GROUP, GENDER AND
REGION

Page number
Text extract

146

TOTAL NUMBER AND RATES OF NEW
EMPLOYEE HIRES AND EMPLOYEE TURNOVER
BY AGE GROUP, GENDER AND REGION

Track-changed edits – new text

Rationale

No revisions suggested.

This text does not seem to contradict any key
reference.

a. Report the total number and rate of new employee hires
during the reporting period, by age group, gender and region.

NOTE: A replacement of ‘employee’ with
‘worker’ would significantly increase the
reporting requirements.

b. Report the total number and rate of employee turnover
during the reporting period, by age group, gender and region.
Relevance
The number, age, gender, and region of new employee hires
of the organization can indicate the organization’s strategy
and ability to attract diverse qualified employees. This
information can signify the organization’s efforts to
implement inclusive recruitment practices based on age and
gender, and the optimal use of available labor and talent in
different regions.

Relevance

The edit at the end of the second paragraph
aligns the respective sentence with the other
The number, age, gender, and region of new employee hires
paragraphs.
of the organization can indicate the organization’s strategy
and ability to attract diverse qualified employees. This
information can signify the organization’s efforts to
implement inclusive recruitment practices based on age and
gender, and the optimal use of available labor and talent in
different regions.

A high rate of employee turnover can indicate levels of A high rate of employee turnover can indicate levels of
uncertainty and dissatisfaction among employees, or may uncertainty and dissatisfaction among employees, or may
signal a fundamental change in the structure of the signal a fundamental change in the structure of the
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organization’s core operations. An uneven pattern of
turnover by age or gender can indicate incompatibility or
potential inequity in the workplace. Turnover results in
changes to the human and intellectual capital of the
organization and can impact productivity. Turnover has
direct cost implications either in terms of reduced payroll or
greater expenses for recruitment of workers.

organization’s core operations. An uneven pattern of
turnover by age or gender can indicate incompatibility or
potential inequity in the workplace. Turnover results in
changes to the human and intellectual capital of the
organization and can impact productivity. Turnover has
direct cost implications either in terms of reduced payroll
or greater expenses for recruitment of workersemployees.

Compilation

Compilation

Identify the total number of new employee hires during the Identify the total number of new employee hires during the
reporting period, by age group: under 30 years old, 30-50 reporting period, by age group: under 30 years old, 30-50
years old, over 50 years old, gender and region.
years old, over 50 years old, gender and region.
Definitions

Definitions

See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244

See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244




Employee turnover
New employee hires




Employee turnover
New employee hires

Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
36
Text extract
Track-changed edits – new text
Employee turnover
No revisions suggested.
Employees who leave the organization voluntarily or due to
dismissal, retirement, or death in service.
Number
37
Text extract
New employee hires

Track-changed edits – new text
No revisions suggested.

New employees joining the organization for the first time.
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

38
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK Aspect: Employment Indicators
G4-LA2 BENEFITS PROVIDED TO FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES THAT ARE NOT PROVIDED TO TEMPORARY OR PART-TIME
EMPLOYEES, BY SIGNIFICANT LOCATIONS OF OPERATION
147
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale

BENEFITS
PROVIDED
TO
FULL-TIME No revisions suggested.
EMPLOYEES THAT ARE NOT PROVIDED TO
TEMPORARY OR PART-TIME EMPLOYEES, BY
SIGNIFICANT LOCATIONS OF OPERATION

The text does not seem to contradict any key
reference.

a. Report the benefits which are standard for full-time
employees of the organization but are not provided to
temporary or part-time employees, by significant locations of
operation. These include, as a minimum:








Life insurance
Health care
Disability and invalidity coverage
Parental leave
Retirement provision
Stock ownership
Others

Relevance

Relevance

Data reported under this Indicator provides a measure of Data reported under this Indicator provides a measure of
the organization’s investment in human resources and the the organization’s investment in human resources and the
minimum benefits it offers its full-time employees. The minimum benefits it offers its full-time employees. The
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requirements.
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quality of benefits for full-time staff is a key factor in retaining quality of benefits for full-time staff employees is a key factor The edit in the first paragraph ensures
employees.
in retaining employees.
consistent use of the terminology and avoids
the unnecessary reference to ‘staff’.
Compilation
Compilation
Identify standard benefits offered to full-time employees, by Identify standard benefits offered to full-time employees, by
significant locations of operation.
significant locations of operation.
Identify and disclose which of these standard benefits are not Identify and disclose which of these standard benefits are
available to temporary or part-time employees, by significant not available to temporary or part-time employees, by
locations of operation.
significant locations of operation.
Definitions

Definitions

See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244

See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244





Benefits
Employee
Standard benefits





Benefits
Employee
Standard benefits

Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
39
Page number
245
Text extract
Track-changed edits – new text
Benefits
No revisions suggested.
Benefits refer to either direct benefit provided in the form
of financial contributions, care paid for by the organization,
or the reimbursement of expenses borne by the employee.
Redundancy payments over and above legal minimums, layoff pay, extra employment injury benefit, survivors’ benefits,
and extra paid holiday entitlements may also be included. Inkind benefits such as provision of sports or child day care
facilities, free meals during working time,
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Number
Page number
Standard benefits

40
252
No revisions suggested.

Standard benefits refer to those typically offered to the
majority of full-time employees. Such benefits do not need
to be offered to every single full-time employee of the
organization. The intention of Indicator G4-LA2 is to
disclose what full-time employees can reasonably expect.
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number

41
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK Aspect: Employment
G4-LA3 RETURN TO WORK AND RETENTION RATES AFTER PARENTAL LEAVE, BY GENDER
Indicators
148

Text extract

Track-changed edits – new text

a. Report the total number of employees that were entitled No revisions suggested.
to parental leave, by gender.

Rationale
This text:


b. Report the total number of employees that took parental
leave, by gender.


c. Report the total number of employees who returned to
work after parental leave ended, by gender.

expresses the logic of an employment
status defined by national law or its
application; and
does not seem to contradict any key
reference documents.

d. Report the total number of employees who returned to
work after parental leave ended who were still employed
twelve months after their return to work, by gender.
e. Report the return to work and retention rates of
employees who took parental leave, by gender
Relevance

Relevance

The edit in the third paragraph aligns the
respective sentence with the other paragraphs
Many countries have introduced legislation to provide Many countries have introduced legislation to provide
and avoids the use of the term ‘staff’.
parental leave. The aim of the legislation is to allow parental leave. The aim of the legislation is to allow
employees to take leave and return to work to the same or employees to take leave and return to work to the same or This Guidance text is aligned with the
a comparable position.
a comparable position.
disclosure requirements.
The application of legislation varies according to The application of legislation varies according to
interpretation by government, employers and employees. interpretation by government, employers and employees.
Many women are discouraged from taking leave and Many women are discouraged from taking leave and
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returning to work by employer practices that affect their
employment security, remuneration and career path. Many
men are not encouraged to take the leave to which they are
entitled.

returning to work by employer practices that affect their
employment security, remuneration and career path. Many
men are not encouraged to take the leave to which they are
entitled.

Equitable gender choice for maternity and paternity leave,
and other leave entitlements, can lead to the greater
recruitment and retention of qualified staff, and boost
employee morale and productivity. Men’s uptake of paternity
leave options can indicate the degree to which an
organization encourages fathers to take such leave. More
men taking advantage of leave entitlements has a positive
effect for women in taking such leave without prejudicing
their career path.

Equitable gender choice for maternity and paternity leave,
and other leave entitlements, can lead to the greater
recruitment and retention of qualified staffemployees, and
boost employee morale and productivity. Men’s uptake of
paternity leave options can indicate the degree to which an
organization encourages fathers to take such leave. More
men taking advantage of leave entitlements has a positive
effect for women in taking such leave without prejudicing
their career path.

Compilation

Compilation

Identify the proportion of employees, by gender, who are Identify the proportion of employees, by gender, who are
covered by organizational policies, agreements or contracts covered by organizational policies, agreements or contracts
that contain parental leave entitlements.
that contain parental leave entitlements.
Identify the total number of employees, by gender:




Who took parental leave in the reporting period
Who returned to work in the reporting period after
the leave ended
Who after returning to work were still employed 12
months later. To complete this part, consult records
from the prior reporting periods.

Return to work rate =
Total number of employees who did return to work after
parental leave X100 /

Identify the total number of employees, by gender:




Who took parental leave in the reporting period
Who returned to work in the reporting period after
the leave ended
Who after returning to work were still employed 12
months later. To complete this part, consult records
from the prior reporting periods.

Return to work rate =
Total number of employees who did return to work after
parental leave X100 /
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Total number of employees due to return to work after
taking parental leave

Total number of employees due to return to work after
taking parental leave

Retention rate =
Total number of employees retained 12 months after
returning to work following a period of parental leave
X100 /
Total number of employees returning from parental leave
in the prior reporting period(s)

Retention rate =
Total number of employees retained 12 months after
returning to work following a period of parental leave
X100 /
Total number of employees returning from parental leave
in the prior reporting period(s)

Definitions

Definitions

See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
 Employee
 Employee
 Parental leave
 Parental leave
Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
42
Page number
251
Text extract
Track-changed edits – new text
Parental leave
Parental leave

Rationale
This definition is aligned with the disclosure in
which it is used (G4-LA3), as the disclosure uses
Leave granted to men and women workers on the grounds Leave granted to men and women workers employees on
the term ‘employee’.
of the birth of a child.
the grounds of the birth of a child.
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

43
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK Aspect: Labor/Management Relations Indicators
G4-LA4 MINIMUM NOTICE PERIODS REGARDING OPERATIONAL CHANGES, INCLUDING WHETHER THESE ARE SPECIFIED IN
COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS
150
Track-changed revisions – new text

Rationale

a. Report the minimum number of weeks’ notice typically
provided to employees and their elected representatives
prior to the implementation of significant operational
changes that could substantially affect them.

a. Report the minimum number of weeks’ notice typically
provided to employees and their elected representatives
prior to the implementation of significant operational
changes that could substantially affect them.

In alignment with international conventions, the
reference to representatives should be
broadened to any representatives, not just
elected ones.

b. For organizations with collective bargaining agreements,
report whether the notice period and provisions for
consultation and negotiation are specified in collective
agreements.

b. For organizations with collective bargaining agreements,
report whether the notice period and provisions for
consultation and negotiation are specified in collective
agreements.

Relevance

Relevance

Minimum notice periods are an indicator of an organization’s Minimum notice periods are an indicator of an
ability to maintain employee satisfaction and motivation organization’s ability to maintain employee satisfaction and
while implementing significant changes to operations.
motivation while implementing significant changes to
operations.
This Indicator provides insight into an organization’s practice
of ensuring timely discussion of significant operational This Indicator provides insight into an organization’s
changes, and engaging with its employees and their practice of ensuring timely discussion of significant
representatives to negotiate and implement these changes operational changes, and engaging with its employees and
(which may have positive or negative implications for their representatives to negotiate and implement these
workers). Timely and effective consultation with workers changes (which may have positive or negative implications
and other relevant parties, where practicable (such as with for workers). Timely and effective consultation with
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governmental authorities), helps to minimize any negative workers and other relevant parties, where practicable (such
impacts from operating changes on workers and related as with governmental authorities), helps to minimize any
communities.
negative impacts from operating changes on workers and
related communities.
This Indicator also allows an assessment of an organization’s
consultation practices in relation to expectations expressed
in relevant international norms. Consultative practices that
result in good industrial relations help provide positive
working environments, reduce turnover, and minimize
operational disruptions.
Compilation
Identify minimum notice periods existing in corporate
policies and standard employment contracts. Different policy
statements may exist at a regional level. Identify the
collective bargaining agreements as per G4-11 and review
the notice period clauses within these documents.
Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244



Employee
Significant operational changes

Documentation sources

This Indicator also allows an assessment of an organization’s
consultation practices in relation to expectations expressed
in relevant international norms. Consultative practices that
result in good industrial relations help provide positive
working environments, reduce turnover, and minimize
operational disruptions.
Compilation
Identify minimum notice periods existing in corporate
policies and standard employment contracts. Different
policy statements may exist at a regional level. Identify the
collective bargaining agreements as per G4-11 and review
the notice period clauses within these documents.
Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244



Employee
Significant operational changes

Documentation sources

Potential sources of information include corporate policies,
Potential sources of information include corporate policies,
standard employment contracts and collective bargaining
standard employment contracts and collective bargaining
agreements held by the human resources or legal
agreements held by the human resources or legal departments.
departments.
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Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
44
Page number
252
Text extract
Track-changed revisions – new text
Significant operational changes
Significant operational changes
Alterations to the organization’s pattern of operations that
Alterations to the organization’s pattern of operations that have substantial positive or negative consequences for its
have substantial positive or negative consequences for its employeesworkers performing organization’s activities.
employees. Such changes may include, for example, Such changes may include, for example, restructuring,
restructuring, outsourcing of operations, closures, outsourcing of operations, closures, expansions, new
expansions, new openings, takeovers, sale of all or part of openings, takeovers, sale of all or part of the organization,
the organization, or mergers.
or mergers.
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Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

45
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK Aspect: Occupational Health and Safety Overview
GUIDANCE - DISCLOSURES ON MANAGEMENT APPROACH Aspect-specific Guidance for G4-DMA-b.
151
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

Describe programs related to assisting workforce members,
their families, or community members regarding serious
diseases, including whether such programs involve education
and training, counseling, prevention and risk control
measures, or treatment.

Describe programs related to assisting workforce The context of this paragraph relates to the
membersworkers performing work that is controlled by the wider community.
organization or that is being performed in workplaces that
The revision:
the organization controls, their families, or community
 avoids the use of the term
members regarding serious diseases, including whether
‘workforce’; and
such programs involve education and training, counseling,
 does not seem to contradict any key
prevention and risk control measures, or treatment.
reference.
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Number
Source document
Chapter

Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

46
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK Aspect: Occupational Health and Safety Indicators
G4-LA5 PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL WORKFORCE WORKERS REPRESENTED IN FORMAL JOINT MANAGEMENT–WORKER
HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEES THAT HELP MONITOR AND ADVISE ON OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
PROGRAMS
152
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL WORKFORCE
REPRESENTED IN FORMAL JOINT
MANAGEMENT–WORKER HEALTH AND
SAFETY COMMITTEES THAT HELP MONITOR
AND ADVISE ON OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
AND SAFETY PROGRAMS

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
WORKFORCEWORKERS REPRESENTED IN
FORMAL JOINT MANAGEMENT–WORKER
HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEES THAT
HELP MONITOR AND ADVISE ON
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
PROGRAMS

These revisions:

Relevance

Relevance

A health and safety committee with joint representation
can facilitate a positive health and safety culture. The use of
committees is one way to involve workers in driving the

A health and safety committee with joint representation can
facilitate a positive health and safety culture. The use of
committees is one way to involve workers in driving the

These revisions align the Guidance text with the
reporting requirements.

a. Report the level at which each formal joint managementworker health and safety committee typically operates within a. Report the level at which each formal joint managementthe organization.
worker health and safety committee typically operates
within the organization.
b. Report the percentage of the total workforce represented
in formal joint management-worker health and safety b. Report the percentage of the total workforceworkers
committees.
performing work that is controlled by the organization or
that is being performed in workplaces that the organization
controls represented in formal joint management-worker
health and safety committees.
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avoid the use of the term ‘workforce’;
clarify that for the topic of
Occupational Health and Safety, all
workers performing work that is
controlled by the organization or that
is being performed in workplaces
that the organization controls, should
be considered

List of instances of terms ‘employee’, ‘worker’, or related terms for review

improvement of occupational health and safety in the
workplace. This Indicator provides one measure of the
extent to which the workforce is actively involved in health
and safety.
Compilation
Identify formal health and safety committees that help
monitor, collect feedback and advise on occupational safety
programs. These committees may exist at the facility level
or at multi-facility, region, group or organization levels.
Calculate the total number of workers represented by
these committees, as a percentage of total workforce
numbers.
Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244



Formal committee
Total workforce

improvement of occupational health and safety in the
workplace. This Indicator provides one measure of the
extent to which the workforce isworkers performing work
that is controlled by the organization or that is being
performed in workplaces that the organization controls are
actively involved in health and safety.
Compilation
Identify formal health and safety committees that help
monitor, collect feedback and advise on occupational safety
programs. These committees may exist at the facility level
or at multi-facility, region, group or organization levels.
Calculate the total number of workers represented by
these committees, as a percentage of the total workforce
numbers of workers performing work that is controlled by
the organization or that is being performed in workplaces
that the organization controls represented by these
committees.
Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244



Formal committee
Total workforceWorker
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47
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK Aspect: Occupational Health and Safety Indicators
G4-LA7 WORKERS WITH HIGH INCIDENCE OR HIGH RISK OF DISEASES RELATED TO THEIR OCCUPATION

Page number
155
Text extract
WORKERS WITH HIGH INCIDENCE OR HIGH
RISK OF DISEASES RELATED TO THEIR
OCCUPATION

Track-changed revisions – new text
WORKERS WITH HIGH INCIDENCE OR HIGH
RISK OF DISEASES RELATED TO THEIR
OCCUPATION

Relevance

Relevance

As part of a preventative strategy for managing the health
and safety of its workforce, this Indicator is relevant for all
organizations. It has specific relevance for organizations
working in countries with a high risk or incidence of
communicable diseases, and those in professions that have
a high incidence of specific diseases. Preventing serious
diseases contributes to the health, satisfaction, and stability
of the workforce, and helps maintain the organization’s
social license to operate in a community or region.

As part of a preventative strategy for managing the health
and safety of its workforceworkers performing work that
is controlled by the organization or that is being
performed in workplaces that the organization controls,
this Indicator is relevant for all organizations. It has specific
relevance for organizations working in countries with a
high risk or incidence of communicable diseases, and those
in professions that have a high incidence of specific
diseases. Preventing serious diseases contributes to the
health, satisfaction, and stability of the workforce low
turnover rate, and helps maintain the organization’s social
license to operate in a community or region.

Rationale
These revisions clarify that for the topic of
Occupational Health and Safety, all workers
performing work that is controlled by the
organization or that is being performed in
a. Report whether there are workers who are involved in a. Report whether there are workers performing work that
workplaces that the organization controls,
occupational activities who have a high incidence or high risk is controlled by the organization or that is being performed
should be taken into account when reporting
of specific diseases.
in workplaces that the organization controls who are
G4-LA7.
involved in occupational activities who have a high incidence
or high risk of specific diseases.

Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
 Serious diseases
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These revisions align the Guidance text with the
disclosure requirements and avoid the use of
the term ‘workforce’.

List of instances of terms ‘employee’, ‘worker’, or related terms for review



Worker

Definitions

See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
 Serious diseases
 Worker
Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
48
Page number
252
Serious diseases
Serious diseases

This revision expresses the logic that serious
diseases can also apply to workers who are not
Occupational or non-occupational related impairment of health Occupational or non-occupational related impairment of
employees.
with serious consequences for employees, their families, and health with serious consequences for employeesworkers
communities. This may include HIV/AIDS, diabetes, repetitive performing work that is controlled by the organization Note:
strain injuries (RSI), malaria and stress.
or that is being performed in workplaces that the This revision does not expand the reporting
organization controls, their families, and communities. requirements.
This may include HIV/AIDS, diabetes, repetitive strain
injuries (RSI), malaria and stress.
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49
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK Aspect: Occupational Health and Safety Indicators
G4-LA8
156
Track-changed revisions – new text

Rationale

HEALTH AND SAFETY TOPICS COVERED IN No revisions suggested.
FORMAL AGREEMENTS WITH TRADE UNIONS

This disclosure text does not use
‘employee’/’worker’ related terms.

a. Report whether formal agreements (either local or global)
with trade unions cover health and safety.

This text is included to provide context for the
Guidance text below, which uses
‘employee’/’worker’ related terminology.

b. If yes, report the extent, as a percentage, to which various
health and safety topics are covered by these agreements.
Relevance

Relevance

This Indicator demonstrates one of the ways in which the
health and safety of the workforce is ensured. Formal
agreements may promote the acceptance of responsibilities
by both parties and the development of a positive health and
safety culture. This Indicator reveals the extent to which the
workforce is actively involved in formal, labor-management
agreements that determine health and safety management
arrangements.

This Indicator demonstrates one of the ways in which the
health and safety of the workforce workers performing
work that is controlled by the organization or that is being
performed in workplaces that the organization controls is
ensured. Formal agreements may promote the acceptance
of responsibilities by both parties and the development of a
positive health and safety culture. This Indicator reveals the
extent to which the workforce isworkers are actively
involved in formal, labor-management agreements that
determine health and safety management arrangements.

Compilation

These revisions:

Identify whether the organization had local or global
Compilation
agreements in place with trade unions during the reporting
period.
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avoid the use of the term ‘workforce’;
clarify that workers who are not
employees can also be covered by
formal agreements with trade unions;
do not seem to contradict any key
reference; and
do not have any effect on the
reporting requirements.

List of instances of terms ‘employee’, ‘worker’, or related terms for review

Identify the extent and coverage of health and safety topics Identify whether the organization had local or global
within these agreements.
agreements in place with trade unions during the reporting
Agreements at the local level typically address topics that period.
may include:




Personal protective equipment
Joint management-employee health and safety
committees
Participation of worker representatives in health
and safety inspections, audits, and accident
investigations

Identify the extent and coverage of health and safety topics
within these agreements.
Agreements at the local level typically address topics that
may include:




Personal protective equipment
Joint management-employee worker health and
safety committees
Participation of worker representatives in health
and safety inspections, audits, and accident
investigations
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50
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK Aspect: Training and Education Indicators
G4-LA10 PROGRAMS FOR SKILLS MANAGEMENT AND LIFELONG LEARNING THAT SUPPORT THE CONTINUED EMPLOYABILITY
OF EMPLOYEES AND ASSIST THEM IN MANAGING CAREER ENDINGS
160
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale

PROGRAMS FOR SKILLS MANAGEMENT AND No revisions suggested.
LIFELONG LEARNING THAT SUPPORT THE
CONTINUED EMPLOYABILITY OF EMPLOYEES
AND ASSIST THEM IN MANAGING CAREER
ENDINGS

The text refers to managing career endings,
and expresses the logic of an employment
status defined by a national law or its
application.

a. Report on the type and scope of programs implemented
and assistance provided to upgrade employee skills.
b. Report on the transition assistance programs provided to
facilitate continued employability and the management of
career endings resulting from retirement or termination of
employment.
Relevance
Programs for skills management allow organizations to plan
skills acquisition that will equip employees to meet
strategic targets in a changing work environment. A more
skilled and aware workforce enhances the organization’s
human capital and contributes to employee satisfaction,
which correlates strongly with improved performance. For
those facing retirement, confidence and quality of work
relations is improved by the knowledge that they will be

Relevance

These edits align the Guidance text with the
disclosure requirements and avoid the use of
Programs for skills management allow organizations to
the term ‘workforce’.
plan skills acquisition that will equip employees to meet
strategic targets in a changing work environment. A
Mmore skilled and aware workforce employees enhances
the organization’s human capital and contributes to
employee satisfaction, which correlates strongly with
improved performance. For those facing retirement,
confidence and quality of work relations is improved by
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supported in their transition from work to retirement. The
goal of lifelong learning is to promote the development of
knowledge and competencies that will enable each citizen
to adapt to a rapidly-changing labor market and to
participate actively in all spheres of economic life.
Compilation
Identify employee training programs that aim to upgrade
skills. These include as a minimum:




Internal training courses
Funding support for external training or education
The provision of sabbatical periods with
guaranteed return to employment

Identify transitional assistance programs provided to
support employees who are retiring or who have been
terminated.
These include as a minimum:







Pre-retirement planning for intended retirees
Retraining for those intending to continue working
Severance pay
If severance pay is provided, does it take into
account employee age and years of service
Job placement services
Assistance (such as training, counselling) on
transitioning to a non-working life

Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244

the knowledge that they will be supported in their
transition from work to retirement. The goal of lifelong
learning is to promote the development of knowledge and
competencies that will enable each citizen to adapt to a
rapidly-changing labor market and to participate actively in
all spheres of economic life.
Compilation
Identify employee training programs that aim to upgrade
skills. These include as a minimum:




Internal training courses
Funding support for external training or
education
The provision of sabbatical periods with
guaranteed return to employment

Identify transitional assistance programs provided to
support employees who are retiring or who have been
terminated.
These include as a minimum:







Pre-retirement planning for intended retirees
Retraining for those intending to continue
working
Severance pay
If severance pay is provided, does it take into
account employee age and years of service
Job placement services
Assistance (such as training, counselling) on
transitioning to a non-working life
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Career endings
Continued employability
Employee
Lifelong learning
Skills management

Documentation sources

Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244






Career endings
Continued employability
Employee
Lifelong learning
Skills management

Potential sources of information include organizational
procedures for termination of employment and employee
Documentation sources
records.
Potential sources of information include organizational
procedures for termination of employment and employee
records.
Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
51
Page number
252
Skills management
No revisions suggested.
Policies and programs that focus on developing employees’ skills
to meet the evolving strategic needs of the organization or the
industry.
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The definition is aligned with the disclosure
requirements.
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Number
Source document

52
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
Chapter
WORK Aspect: Training and Education Indicators
G4-LA11 PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES RECEIVING REGULAR PERFORMANCE AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT REVIEWS, BY
Disclosure (if applicable)
GENDER AND BY EMPLOYEE CATEGORY
Page number
161
Text extract
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale
PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES RECEIVING No revisions suggested.
The text refers to managing career endings and
REGULAR
PERFORMANCE
AND
CAREER
expresses the logic of an employment status
DEVELOPMENT REVIEWS, BY GENDER AND BY
defined by national law or its application.
EMPLOYEE CATEGORY
a. Report the percentage of total employees by gender and
by employee category who received a regular performance
and career development review during the reporting
period.
Relevance
No revisions suggested.
Appraising employee performance against common targets
aids the personal development of individual employees and
contributes to both skills management and the development
of human capital within the organization. Employee
satisfaction can also be enhanced, which correlates with
improved organizational performance. This Indicator
indirectly demonstrates how the organization works to
monitor and maintain the skill sets of its employees. When
reported in conjunction with G4-LA10, the Indicator helps
illustrate how the organization approaches skills
enhancement. The percentage of employees receiving
regular performance and career development reviews by
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The text is aligned with the disclosure
requirement.

List of instances of terms ‘employee’, ‘worker’, or related terms for review

gender demonstrates the extent to which this system is
applied throughout the organization and if there is inequity
of access to these opportunities.
Compilation
Identify the total number of employees by gender and by
employee category. This information can be drawn from G410 and G4-LA12.
Identify the percentage of employees by gender and by
employee category, who received a regular performance and
career development reviews during the reporting period.
Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
 Employee
 Regular performance and career development review
Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
53
Page number
251
Regular performance and career development review
Regular performance and career development
review
Performance targets and reviews are based on criteria known
to the employee and his or her superior. This review is Performance targets and reviews are based on criteria
undertaken with the knowledge of the employee at least once known to the employee and his or her superior. This
per year. It can include an evaluation by the employee’s direct review is undertaken with the knowledge of the
superior, peers, or a wider range of employees. The review may employee at least once per year. It can include an
also involve personnel from the human resources department. evaluation by the employee’s direct superior, peers, or a
wider range of employees. The review may also involve
personnel from the human resources department.
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The text is aligned with the disclosure which
refers to regular performance and career
development reviews.
The edit avoids the use of the term ‘personnel’.
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Source document
Chapter
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54
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK Aspect: Equal Remuneration for Women and Men Overview
GUIDANCE - DISCLOSURES ON MANAGEMENT APPROACH Aspect-specific Guidance for G4-DMA-a.
165
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

Describe the legal and socio-economic environment that
provides opportunities for, and barriers to, gender equity in
the workforce. This may include women’s workforce
participation rates, their participation at highest governance
level, and equal remuneration.

Describe the legal and socio-economic environment that This revision:
provides opportunities for, and barriers to, gender equity.
 avoids the use of the unclear term
in the workforce. This may include the share of women’s
‘workforce’; and
workforce participation ratesfemale workers performing
 aligns the language with other
the organization’s activities, their equal remuneration and
disclosures, such as G4-10.
their participation at the highest governance level., and
equal remuneration.
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Chapter
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Text extract

55
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK Aspect: Equal Remuneration for Women and Men Indicators
G4-LA13 RATIO OF BASIC SALARY AND REMUNERATION OF WOMEN TO MEN BY EMPLOYEE CATEGORY, BY SIGNIFICANT
LOCATIONS OF OPERATION
166
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale

RATIO
OF
BASIC
SALARY
AND No revisions suggested.
REMUNERATION OF WOMEN TO MEN BY
EMPLOYEE CATEGORY, BY SIGNIFICANT
LOCATIONS OF OPERATION
a. Report the ratio of the basic salary and remuneration of
women to men for each employee category, by significant
locations of operation.

The text refers to a breakdown by employee
category. ‘Employee category’ use in the GRI
Guidelines is related only to employees, and
defined respectively.
The disclosure is further based on the number
of employees (see Guidance text below).

b. Report the definition used for ‘significant locations of
operation’.
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Relevance

Relevance

This Guidance text is aligned with the reporting
requirement.

Many countries have introduced legislation to enforce the Many countries have introduced legislation to enforce the
principle of equal pay for work of equal value. This issue is principle of equal pay for work of equal value. This issue is The edit avoids the use of the term ‘workforce’.
supported by the ILO Convention 100 ‘Equal Remuneration supported by the ILO Convention 100 ‘Equal Remuneration
Convention’27. Equality of remuneration is a factor in
retaining qualified employees in the workforce. Where
imbalances exist, an organization runs a risk to its
reputation and legal challenges on the basis of
discrimination.
Compilation
Identify the total number of employees in each employee
category across the organization’s operations, by gender
using the information from G4-LA12. Employee categories
are defined based on the organization’s own human
resources system. The total number of employees and the
regions in which they are employed match that reported in
G4-10.

Convention’27. Equality of remuneration is a factor in
retaining qualified employees. in the workforce. Where
imbalances exist, an organization runs a risk to its reputation
and legal challenges on the basis of discrimination.
Compilation
Identify the total number of employees in each employee
category across the organization’s operations, by gender
using the information from G4-LA12. Employee categories
are defined based on the organization’s own human
resources system. The total number of employees and the
regions in which they are employed match that reported in
G4-10.

Identify the basic salary for women and for men in each
Identify the basic salary for women and for men in each employee category.
employee category.
Identify the remuneration for women and for men in each
Identify the remuneration for women and for men in each employee category. Base remuneration upon the average pay
employee category. Base remuneration upon the average of each gender grouping within each employee category.
pay of each gender grouping within each employee category.
Using this information, calculate the ratios of basic salary and
Using this information, calculate the ratios of basic salary remuneration of women to men by employment category,
and remuneration of women to men by employment by significant locations of operation.
category, by significant locations of operation.
Definitions
Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
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See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244





Basic salary
Employee category
Remuneration
Documentation sources

Potential sources of information include pay-scales, and
employee and payment records.






Basic salary
Employee category
Remuneration
Documentation sources

Potential sources of information include pay-scales, and
employee and payment records.
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Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
56
Page number
245
Basic salary
No revisions suggested.
A fixed, minimum amount paid to an employee for
performing his or her duties. This does not include any
additional remuneration, such as payments for overtime
working or bonuses.
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The definition is aligned with the disclosure in
which the term ‘basic salary’ is used.
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Number
Source document
Chapter

57
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: HUMAN RIGHTS Aspect: Nondiscrimination Indicators

Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

G4-HR3 TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENTS OF DISCRIMINATION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN Guidance
179
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

TOTAL
NUMBER
OF
INCIDENTS
OF Included for background reference only
DISCRIMINATION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
TAKEN
a. Report the total number of incidents of discrimination during
the reporting period.
b. Report the status of the incidents and the actions taken with
reference to the following:






Incident reviewed by the organization
Remediation plans being implemented
Remediation plans have been implemented and
results reviewed through routine internal
management review processes
Incident no longer subject to action

Relevance

Relevance

Human rights extend beyond the rights of employees in the Human rights extend beyond the rights of employees
workplace. Anti-discrimination policy is a key requirement of workersin the workplace at work. Anti-discrimination
international conventions and social legislation and guidelines.

Page 78 of 105

This text does not affect the scope of the
disclosure requirements.

List of instances of terms ‘employee’, ‘worker’, or related terms for review

The issue of discrimination is also addressed by ILO
Conventions 100 ‘Equal Remuneration Convention’27 and 111
‘Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention’31.
An effective monitoring system is necessary to ensure
compliance throughout the organization’s operations.
Stakeholders seek assurance that such policies and monitoring
are effective.

policy is a key requirement of international conventions and The revision clarifies that workers who are not
social legislation and guidelines.
employees also have rights in the workplace
which are considered Human Rights.
The issue of discrimination is also addressed by ILO
Conventions 100 ‘Equal Remuneration Convention’27 and
111 ‘Discrimination (Employment and Occupation)
Convention’31. An effective monitoring system is necessary
to ensure compliance throughout the organization’s
Compilation
operations. Stakeholders seek assurance that such policies
Identify incidents of discrimination on grounds of race, color, and monitoring are effective.
sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction, or social
origin as defined by the ILO, or other relevant forms of Compilation
Identify incidents of discrimination on grounds of race,
discrimination involving internal and external stakeholders
color, sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction, or
across operations in the reporting period.
social origin as defined by the ILO, or other relevant forms
of discrimination involving internal and external
stakeholders across operations in the reporting period.
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58
G4 IM
Section: 4 Aspect: Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining Overview
GUIDANCE - DISCLOSURES ON MANAGEMENT APPROACH Aspect-specific Guidance for G4-DMA-b.
180
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

Describe the policy or policies which may be considered likely Describe the policy or policies which may be considered ILO Conventions 87 and 98, which deal with
to affect employees’ decisions to join a trade union, or to likely to affect workers’ decisions to join a trade union, or freedom of association and collective
bargain collectively.
to bargain collectively.
bargaining, use the term ‘worker’.
This revision does not expand the disclosure
requirements
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59
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: HUMAN RIGHTS Aspect: of Association
and
Collective
Bargaining AND
Indicators
G4-HR4
OPERATIONS
SUPPLIERS IDENTIFIED IN WHICH THE RIGHT TO EXERCISE FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AND
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING MAY BE VIOLATED OR AT SIGNIFICANT RISK, AND MEASURES TAKEN TO SUPPORT THESE RIGHTS
181
Track-changed revisions – new text

Rationale

a. Report operations and suppliers in which employee rights to a. Report operations and suppliers in which employee ILO Conventions 87 and 98, which deal with
exercise freedom of association or collective bargaining may workers’ rights to exercise freedom of association or freedom of association and collective
be violated or at significant risk either in terms of:
collective bargaining may be violated or at significant risk bargaining, use the term ‘worker’.
either in terms of:
 Type of operation (such as manufacturing plant) and
supplier
 Type of operation (such as manufacturing plant) and
supplier
 Countries or geographical areas with operations and
 Countries or geographical areas with operations and
suppliers considered at risk
suppliers considered at risk
b. Report measures taken by the organization in the reporting
b. Report measures taken by the organization in the
period intended to support rights to exercise freedom of
reporting period intended to support rights to exercise
association and collective bargaining.
freedom of association and collective bargaining.
Relevance

Relevance

Inherent in the right to freedom of association and collective
bargaining is the protection of the right of workers (and
employers) to organize collectively in organizations of their
own choice. The Right to Freedom of Association is a
fundamental provision of the UN ‘Universal Declaration of
Human Rights’97 and is defined by the ILO Conventions 87
‘Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to
Organise Convention’25 and 98 ‘Right to Organise and

Inherent in the right to freedom of association and This revision further below aligns the Guidance
collective bargaining is the protection of the right of text with the reporting requirements.
workers (and employers) to organize collectively in
organizations of their own choice. The Right to Freedom of
Association is a fundamental provision of the UN ‘Universal
Declaration of Human Rights’97 and is defined by the ILO
Conventions 87 ‘Freedom of Association and Protection of
the Right to Organise Convention’25 and 98 ‘Right to
Organise and
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Collective Bargaining Convention’26.

Collective Bargaining Convention’26.

This Indicator aims to reveal actions that the organization has
taken to evaluate whether opportunities exist for workers to
exercise their rights to freedom of association and collective
bargaining.

This Indicator aims to reveal actions that the organization
has taken to evaluate whether opportunities exist for
workers to exercise their rights to freedom of association
and collective bargaining.

Compilation

Compilation

Identify operations and suppliers identified in which employee
rights to exercise freedom of association or collective
bargaining may be violated or at significant risk either in terms
of:

Identify operations and suppliers identified in which
employee workers’ rights to exercise freedom of
association or collective bargaining may be violated or at
significant risk either in terms of:




Type of operation (such as manufacturing plant) and
supplier
Countries or geographical areas with operations and
suppliers considered at risk




Type of operation (such as manufacturing plant)
and supplier
Countries or geographical areas with operations
and suppliers considered at risk

The process of identification should reflect the organization’s
approach to risk assessment on this issue and can draw from
recognized international data sources such as the ILO
Information and reports on the application of Conventions and
Recommendations57 and the ILO Freedom of association Digest of decisions and principles of the Freedom of
Association Committee of the Governing Body of the ILO58.

The process of identification should reflect the
organization’s approach to risk assessment on this issue and
can draw from recognized international data sources such
as the ILO Information and reports on the application of
Conventions and Recommendations57 and the ILO
Freedom of association - Digest of decisions and principles
of the Freedom of Association Committee of the Governing
Identify measures taken by the organization in the reporting
Body of the ILO58.
period intended to support rights to freedom of association
and collective bargaining. See the ILO ‘Tripartite Declaration Identify measures taken by the organization in the reporting
of Principles Concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social period intended to support rights to freedom of association
Policy‘64 and OECD Guidelines for Multinational and collective bargaining. See the ILO ‘Tripartite
Enterprises73 for further guidance.
Declaration of Principles Concerning Multinational
Definitions
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See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
 Freedom of association
 Supplier

Enterprises and Social Policy‘64 and OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises73 for further guidance.

Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
Documentation sources
 Freedom of association
Potential sources of information include the organization’s
 Supplier
legal, compliance, and human resources departments.
Documentation sources
 Potential sources of information include the
organization’s legal, compliance, and human
resources departments.
Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
60
Page number
248
Freedom of association
No revisions suggested.
The right of workers and employers to establish and join
organizations of their own choosing without the need for prior
authorization
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61
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: HUMAN RIGHTS Aspect: Child Labor
Indicators
G4-HR5 OPERATIONS AND SUPPLIERS IDENTIFIED AS HAVING SIGNIFICANT RISK FOR INCIDENTS OF CHILD LABOR, AND
MEASURES TAKEN TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE EFFECTIVE ABOLITION OF CHILD LABOR
183
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

a. Report operations and suppliers considered to have No revisions suggested.
significant risk for incidents of:



This text does not seem to contradict any key
references.

Child labor
Young workers exposed to hazardous work

b. Report operations and suppliers considered to have
significant risk for incidents of child labor either in terms of:



Type of operation (such as manufacturing plant) and
supplier
Countries or geographical areas with operations and
suppliers considered at risk

c. Report measures taken by the organization in the reporting
period intended to contribute to the effective abolition of child
labor.
Compilation

No revisions suggested.

Identify operations and suppliers considered to have significant
risk for incidents of:



Child labor
Young workers exposed to hazardous work
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This Guidance text is aligned with the reporting
requirements.

List of instances of terms ‘employee’, ‘worker’, or related terms for review

The process of identification should reflect the organization’s
approach to risk assessment on this issue and may draw from
recognized international data sources such as ILO Information
and reports on the application of Conventions and
Recommendations.
Identify operations and suppliers considered to have significant
risk for incidents of child labor either in terms of and explain
how they differ depending on:



Type of operation (such as manufacturing plant) and
supplier
Countries or geographical areas with operations and
suppliers considered at risk

Identify measures taken by the organization in the reporting
period in each of these areas that are intended to contribute
to the effective abolition of child labor. See the ILO ‘Tripartite
Declaration of Principles Concerning Multinational Enterprises
and Social Policy‘64 and OECD Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises for further guidance.
Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
 Child
 Supplier
 Young worker
Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
62
Page number
246
Text extract
Track-changed revisions – new text
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Rationale
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Child

No revisions suggested.

This term applies to all persons under the age of 15 years or
under the age of completion of compulsory schooling
(whichever is higher), except in certain countries where
economies and educational facilities are insufficiently developed
and a minimum age of 14 years might apply. These countries of
exception are specified by the International Labour
Organization (ILO) in response to special application by the
country concerned and consultation with representative
organizations of employers and workers.
Number
Page number
Young worker

The text does not seem to contradict any key
reference.

63
254
Young worker

Definition has been aligned with the UN
definition of youth. For reference please see UN
A person who is above the applicable minimum working age and A person worker who is above the applicable minimum
Fact
Sheet
Definition
of
Youth
younger than 18 years of age.
working age and younger than 2418 years of age.
http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/documents/youth/f
act-sheets/youth-definition.pdf and UN (1992)
Statistical charts and indicators on the situation
of youth, 1970-1990 (New York).
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64
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: HUMAN RIGHTS Aspect: Security
Practices Indicators
G4-HR7 PERCENTAGE OF SECURITY PERSONNEL TRAINED IN THE ORGANIZATION’S HUMAN RIGHTS POLICIES OR
PROCEDURES THAT ARE RELEVANT TO OPERATIONS
187
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

PERCENTAGE OF SECURITY PERSONNEL No revisions suggested.
TRAINED IN THE ORGANIZATION’S HUMAN
RIGHTS POLICIES OR PROCEDURES THAT ARE
RELEVANT TO OPERATIONS
a. Report the percentage of security personnel who have
received formal training in the organization’s human rights
policies or specific procedures and their application to
security.

‘Security personnel’ is an established term that
describes the job function.
The Guidance text clarifies that ‘security
personnel’ relates to the employees of the
organization and of third parties.

b. Report whether training requirements also apply to third
party organizations providing security personnel.
Relevance

Relevance

The Guidance text is aligned with the reporting
requirements.

The conduct of security personnel towards third parties is
underpinned by their training in human rights, particularly
regarding the use of force. Training security personnel can
help prevent reputational and litigation risks that arise from
inappropriate actions or approaches not condoned by the
organization. Information provided under this Indicator helps
to demonstrate the extent to which management systems
pertaining to human rights are implemented. This measure
indicates the proportion of the security force that can

The conduct of security personnel towards third parties is
underpinned by their training in human rights, particularly The Guidance text clarifies that ‘security
regarding the use of force. Training security personnel can personnel’ relates to the employees of the
help prevent reputational and litigation risks that arise from organization and of third parties.
inappropriate actions or approaches not condoned by the
organization. Information provided under this Indicator
helps to demonstrate the extent to which management
systems pertaining to human rights are implemented. This
measure indicates the proportion of the security force that
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reasonably be assumed to be aware of the organization’s can reasonably be assumed to be aware of the organization’s
expectations of human rights performance.
expectations of human rights performance.
Compilation

Compilation

Identify the total number of security personnel the Identify the total number of security personnel whether
organization employs directly.
they are employees of the reporting organization or
employees of otherthird party organizationsthe
Identify the total number of security personnel receiving
organization employs directly.
formal training in the organization’s human rights policies or
specific procedures and their application to security. The Identify the total number of security personnel receiving
training may refer either to dedicated training or to a module formal training in the organization’s human rights policies or
within a more general training program.
specific procedures and their application to security. The
training may refer either to dedicated training or to a
Definitions
module within a more general training program.
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
Definitions
 Security personnel
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
Documentation sources
 Security personnel
Potential sources of information include the organization’s
Documentation sources
human resources department, as well as records of training
received by internal security personnel and internal audit Potential sources of information include the organization’s
programs.
human resources department, as well as records of training
received by internal security personnel and internal audit
Contractors may hold similar information with respect to
programs.
their employees.
Contractors Third party organizations providing security
personnel may hold similar information with respect to their
employees.
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Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
65
Page number
52
Text extract
Track-changed edits – new text
Security personnel
Security personnel
Individuals employed for the purposes of guarding property of Individuals employed for the purposes of guarding
the organization; crowd control; loss prevention; and escorting property of the organization; crowd control; loss
persons, goods, and valuables.
prevention; and escorting persons, goods, and
valuables. Security personnel includes the organization’s
employees and employees of third parties.
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66
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: HUMAN RIGHTS Aspect: Indigenous
Rights
Indicators
G4-HR8
TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENTS OF VIOLATIONS INVOLVING RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES AND ACTIONS
TAKEN
189
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

TOTAL
NUMBER
OF
INCIDENTS
OF
VIOLATIONS
INVOLVING
RIGHTS
OF
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES AND ACTIONS TAKEN
a. Report the total number of identified incidents of
violations involving the rights of indigenous peoples during
the reporting period.
b. Report the status of the incidents and actions taken with
reference to:






Incident reviewed by the organization
Remediation plans being implemented
Remediation plans have been implemented and
results reviewed through routine internal
management review processes
Incident no longer subject to action
Compilation

The text refers to a broad range of groups,
including communities near existing operations,
Identify incidents involving indigenous rights of of individual
thus the term ‘worker’ is as the broader term
Identify incidents involving indigenous rights among the indigenous workers performing organization’s activities; and
more suitable than ‘employee’.
organization’s own employees, and in communities near identify incidents where the existing or planned activities of
existing operations that are likely to be affected by planned the organization are likely to affect nearby indigenous
or proposed future operations of the organization.
communities.
Compilation
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Definitions
See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244



Incidents
Indigenous peoples

among the organization’s own employees, and in
communities near existing operations that are likely to be
affected by planned or proposed future operations of the
organization.
Definitions

Documentation sources

See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
Potential sources of information include the organization’s
 Incidents
operating procedures and guidelines on the issue. Other
 Indigenous peoples
information may be supplied by country managers and by
legal specialists of the organization. Data on indigenous Documentation sources
peoples within the workforce may be obtainable from
Potential sources of information include the organization’s
employee records.
operating procedures and guidelines on the issue (or on
incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous
peoples). Other information may be supplied by country
managers and by legal specialists of the organization. Data
on indigenous workers within the workforce may be
obtainable from employee human resources and personnel
records.
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67
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: SOCIETY Aspect: Local Communities
Overview
GUIDANCE - DISCLOSURES ON MANAGEMENT APPROACH Aspect-specific Guidance for G4-DMA-b
199
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

Describe:

Describe:








References and statements regarding the collective
rights of local communities
How both women and men are engaged in local
communities
How works councils, occupational health and safety
committees or other independent employee
representation bodies are empowered to deal with,
and have dealt with, impacts on local communities

This text does not constitute a reporting
requirement.

References and statements regarding the collective
This revision expresses the logic that not only
rights of local communities
employees, but all workers of an organization
 How both women and men are engaged in local
can be represented in representation bodies.
communities
How works councils, occupational health and safety
committees or other independent employee worker
representation bodies are empowered to deal with, and
have dealt with, impacts on local communities
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68
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: SOCIETY Aspect: Local Communities
Indicators
G4-SO1
PERCENTAGE OF OPERATIONS WITH IMPLEMENTED LOCAL COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT, IMPACT ASSESSMENTS,
AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
200
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

a. Report the percentage of operations with implemented a. Report the percentage of operations with implemented This revision expresses the logic that not only
local community engagement, impact assessments, and local community engagement, impact assessments, and employees, but all workers of an organization
development
development
can be represented in representation bodies.
programs, including the use of:











Social impact assessments, including gender impact
assessments, based on participatory processes
Environmental impact assessments and ongoing
monitoring
Public disclosure of results of environmental and
social impact assessments
Local community development programs based on
local communities’ needs
Stakeholder engagement plans based on stakeholder
mapping
Broad based local community consultation
committees and processes that include vulnerable
groups
Works councils, occupational health and safety
committees and other employee representation
bodies to deal with impacts
Formal local community grievance processes

programs, including the use of:











Social impact assessments, including gender impact
assessments, based on participatory processes
Environmental impact assessments and ongoing
monitoring
Public disclosure of results of environmental and
social impact assessments
Local community development programs based on
local communities’ needs
Stakeholder engagement plans based on
stakeholder mapping
Broad based local community consultation
committees and processes that include vulnerable
groups
Works councils, occupational health and safety
committees and other employee worker
representation bodies to deal with impacts
Formal local community grievance processes
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Compilation

Compilation

Identify the total number of operations. The total number of Identify the total number of operations. The total number
operations matches the operations reported in G4-9.
of operations matches the operations reported in G4-9.
Identify organization-wide local community engagement, Identify organization-wide local community engagement,
impact assessments, and development programs including impact assessments, and development programs including
the use of:
the use of:




Social impact assessments, including gender impact
assessments, based on participatory processes
 Environmental impact assessments and ongoing
monitoring
 Public disclosure of results of environmental and
social impact assessments
 Local community development programs based on
local communities’ needs
 Stakeholder engagement plans based on
stakeholder mapping
 Broad based local community consultation
committees and processes that include vulnerable
groups
 Works councils, occupational health and safety
committees and other employee representation
bodies to deal with impacts
 Formal local community grievance processes
Documentation sources

Social impact assessments, including gender impact
assessments, based on participatory processes
 Environmental impact assessments and ongoing
monitoring
 Public disclosure of results of environmental and
social impact assessments
 Local community development programs based on
local communities’ needs
 Stakeholder engagement plans based on
stakeholder mapping
 Broad based local community consultation
committees and processes that include vulnerable
groups
 Works councils, occupational health and safety
committees and other employee worker
representation bodies to deal with impacts
 Formal local community grievance processes
Documentation sources

Potential sources of information for this Indicator include:

Potential sources of information for this Indicator include:



Public consultation and consultation plans



Public consultation and consultation plans
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Agenda and meeting reports of works councils,
occupational health and safety committees and
other employee representation bodies
Baseline studies – such as socio-economic, health,
environment, cultural studies
Social impact assessments






Agenda and meeting reports of works councils,
occupational health and safety committees and
other employee worker representation bodies
Baseline studies – such as socio-economic, health,
environment, cultural studies
Social impact assessments
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69
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: SOCIETY Aspect: Anti-corruption
Overview
GUIDANCE - DISCLOSURES ON MANAGEMENT APPROACH Aspect-specific Guidance for G4-DMA-b.
205
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale

Describe how the organization identifies and manages Describe how the organization identifies and manages This text refers to a wide range of groups,
conflicts of interest that employees or persons linked to the conflicts of interest that employees or persons linked to the including persons linked to the organization’s
organization’s activities, products or services may have.
organization’s activities, products or services may have.
activities, products or services, and business
partners.
Conflicts of interest for the highest governance body are Conflicts of interest for the highest governance body are
covered in G4-41.
covered in G4-41.
Describe the extent to which communication and training on
anti-corruption is tailored to those governance body
members, employees, and business partners that have been
identified as having a high risk of incidents of corruption.
Describe at which stage the training on anti-corruption for
governance body members, employees, and business
partners is provided (such as when new employees join the
organization, when relationships with new business partners
are established) and the frequency of the training (such as
annually, biannually).

Describe the extent to which communication and training
on anti-corruption is tailored to those governance body
members, employees, and business partners and other
persons that have been identified as having a high risk of
incidents of corruption.
Describe at which stage the training on anti-corruption for
governance body members, employees, and business
partners and other persons that have been identified as
having a high risk of incidents of corruption is provided
(such as when new employees join the organization, when
relationships with new business partners are established)
and the frequency of the training (such as annually,
biannually).
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70
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: SOCIETY Aspect: Anti-corruption
Indicators
G4-SO4 COMMUNICATION AND TRAINING ON ANTI-CORRUPTION POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
207
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

a. Report the total number and percentage of governance
body members that the organization’s anti-corruption
policies and procedures have been communicated to, broken
down by region.

a. Report the total number and percentage of governance
body members that the organization’s anti-corruption
policies and procedures have been communicated to,
broken down by region.

The revision in c. clarifies that the anticorruption policies and procedures should also
be communicated to workers who are not
employees.

b. Report the total number and percentage of employees that
the organization’s anti-corruption policies and procedures
have been communicated to, broken down by employee
category and region.

b. Report the total number and percentage of employees
that the organization’s anti-corruption policies and
procedures have been communicated to, broken down by
employee category and region.

The other parts of the text refer to breakdowns
according to employee category, the
replacement of the term ‘employee’ with
‘worker’ would expand the reporting
requirements significantly and not add value.

c. Report the total number and percentage of business
partners that the organization’s anti-corruption policies and
procedures have been communicated to, broken down by
type of business partner and region.

c. Report the total number and percentage of business
partners that the organization’s anti-corruption policies and .
procedures have been communicated to, broken down by
type of business partner and region. Describe if
d. Report the total number and percentage of governance organization's anti-corruption policies and procedures have
body members that have received training on anti- been communicated to any other persons or organizations.
corruption, broken down by region.
e. Report the total number and percentage of employees that d. Report the total number and percentage of governance
have received training on anti-corruption, broken down by body members that have received training on antiemployee category and region.
corruption, broken down by region.
e. Report the total number and percentage of employees
that have received training on anti-corruption, broken down
by employee category and region.
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Glossary definitions which relate specifically to this disclosure which include employee/worker terminology
Number
71
Page number
245
Text extract
Track-changed revisions – new text
Business partner
No revisions suggested.
Business partners include, among others, suppliers, agents,
lobbyists and other intermediaries, joint venture and
consortia partners, governments, customers, and clients. In
the Guidelines, suppliers include brokers, consultants,
contractors, distributors, franchisees or licensees, home
workers, independent contractors, manufacturers, primary
producers, sub-contractors and wholesalers.
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72
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY Aspect:
Customer Health and Safety Indicators
G4-PR1 PERCENTAGE OF SIGNIFICANT PRODUCT AND SERVICE CATEGORIES FOR WHICH HEALTH AND SAFETY IMPACTS
ARE ASSESSED FOR IMPROVEMENT Guidance
223
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

Relevance

Relevance

This revision in the Guidance text does not
expand the reporting requirements.

This measure helps to identify the existence and scope of
systematic efforts to address health and safety across the life
cycle of a product or service. Customers expect products
and services to perform their intended functions
satisfactorily, and not pose a risk to health and safety. This
responsibility is not only subject to laws and regulations, but
is also addressed in voluntary codes such as the OECD
Guidelines
for
Multinational
Enterprises73.
Efforts made to protect the health and safety of those who
use or deliver the product or service have direct impacts on
an organization’s reputation, the organization’s legal and
financial risk due to recall, market differentiation in relation
to quality, and employee motivation.

This measure helps to identify the existence and scope of
systematic efforts to address health and safety across the This revision expresses the idea that motivation
life cycle of a product or service. Customers expect also relates to workers other than employees.
products and services to perform their intended functions
satisfactorily, and not pose a risk to health and safety. This
responsibility is not only subject to laws and regulations, but
is also addressed in voluntary codes such as the OECD
Guidelines
for
Multinational
Enterprises73.
Efforts made to protect the health and safety of those who
use or deliver the product or service have direct impacts
on an organization’s reputation, the organization’s legal and
financial risk due to recall, market differentiation in relation
to quality, and employee motivation of workers.
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73
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY Aspect:
Customer Health and Safety Indicators
G4-PR2 TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENTS OF NON-COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATIONS AND VOLUNTARY CODES
CONCERNING THE HEALTH AND SAFETY IMPACTS OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES DURING THEIR LIFE CYCLE, BY TYPE OF
OUTCOMES Guidance
224
Track-changed revisions – new text
Rationale

Relevance

Relevance

This revision in the Guidance text does not
expand the reporting requirements.

Protection of health and safety is a recognized goal of many
national and international regulations. Non-compliance with
legal requirements indicates either inadequate internal
management systems and procedures, or ineffective
implementation. In addition to direct financial consequences
(refer to G4-PR9), ongoing non-compliance poses increased
financial risk due to damage to both reputation and employee
motivation.

Protection of health and safety is a recognized goal of many
national and international regulations. Non-compliance with This revision expresses that motivation also
legal requirements indicates either inadequate internal relates to workers other than employees.
management systems and procedures, or ineffective
implementation. In addition to direct financial consequences
(refer to G4-PR9), ongoing non-compliance poses increased
financial risk due to damage to both reputation and
employee motivation of workers.

This Indicator addresses the life cycle of the product or
service once it is available for use and therefore subject to
regulations and voluntary codes concerning the health and
safety of products and services.

This Indicator addresses the life cycle of the product or
service once it is available for use and therefore subject to
regulations and voluntary codes concerning the health and
safety of products and services.

The trends revealed by this Indicator may indicate The trends revealed by this Indicator may indicate
improvements
improvements
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74
G4 IM
Section 4: 4.2 SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES: CATEGORY SOCIAL: SUB-CATEGORY: SOCIETY Aspect: Anti-corruption
Indicators
G4-SO5 CONFIRMED INCIDENTS OF CORRUPTION AND ACTIONS TAKEN
208
Track-changed edits – new text
Rationale

a. Report the total number and nature of confirmed incidents No revisions suggested.
of corruption.

This term does not seem to contradict any key
reference.

b. Report the total number of confirmed incidents in which
employees were dismissed or disciplined for corruption.
c. Report the total number of confirmed incidents when
contracts with business partners were terminated or not
renewed due to violations related to corruption.
d. Report public legal cases regarding corruption brought
against the organization or its employees during the
reporting period and the outcomes of such cases.
Definitions

No revisions suggested.

See Glossary in Implementation Manual, p. 244
 Business partner
 Confirmed incidents of corruption
 Corruption
 Employee
Documentation sources
Potential information sources include legal department
records of cases brought against the organization, its
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employees, or business partners; minutes of the proceedings
of internal disciplinary hearings; and contracts with business
partners.
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46

2.3.3 List of further definitions of terms used in the G4 Guidelines
Number
Source document
Chapter
Disclosure (if applicable)
Page number
Text extract

75
G4 IM
Section 6 Glossary
General text
248

Forced or compulsory labor

Track-changed revisions – new text

Rationale

No revisions suggested.

The text does not seem to contradict any key
reference.

All work and service which is exacted from any person
under the menace of any penalty and for which the said
person has not offered herself or himself voluntarily (ILO
Convention 29 ‘Forced Labour Convention’24). The most
extreme examples are slave labor and bonded labor, but
debts can also be used as a means of maintaining workers
in a state of forced labor.
Examples of forced labor include:
 Withholding identity papers
 Requiring compulsory deposits
 Compelling workers, under threat of firing, to work
extra hours to which they have not previously agreed
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76
G4 IM
Section 6 Glossary
General text
245

Anti-competitive behavior

Track-changed edits – new text

Rationale

No revisions suggested

This text does not seem to contradict any key
references.

Actions of the organization or employees that may result
in collusion with potential competitors to fix prices;
coordinate bids; create market or output restrictions;
impose geographic quotas; or allocate customers,
suppliers, geographic areas, and product lines, with the
purpose of limiting the effects of market competition.
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77
G4 IM
Section 6 Glossary
General text
252

Services supported

Track-changed edits – new text

Rationale

No revisions suggested

This text does not seem to contradict any key
references.

Services that provide a public benefit either through direct
payment of operating costs or through staffing the facility
or service with the organization’s own employees. Public
benefit may also include public services.
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